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EDEl'sNew
Dimension Paraglider

For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state association/region or club.

sailor
Official Publication Of The
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service to members. For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent
SAL), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles ,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by
the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of the ir
contribution.
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tributions

All Skysailor contributions to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles comingll
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in. It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested .
Please supply a stamped, self addressed en velope for their return.

ADDRESSES
DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following month' s
Issue!) for contributions, market place, etc.
Market place is free to financial members please quote your number - otherwise a charge
of $5 per ad is applicable.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
Fx/AH Answer Machine 069 474328
PRESIDENT
Andrew Humphries
093816053
018917537

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ian Jarman
069472888 BH
069474328 Fax/AH Ans M

Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel

(042) 971923

Northern NSW Region 19 Gladswood Gds,
Double Bay NSW 2028
Sec. Steve Hocking (02) 3274484
ACTHGA
5th aid
PO Box 3496
PO Box 149
Manuka 2603
Kenmore a 4069
Sec. Gary Lilley
Phil Pritchard
(06) 2925302
018761193
Pres. Phil Robinson
James Christenson,
Sec. &PR
018625181
(07) 2026342 H
8642788W
Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av
Andergrove a 4740
HGAWA
Pres. Fran Wing
PO Box 82
(079) 574330
South Perth 6151
SecfTrs: Ron Huxhagen
Sec. Michael Dorrough
(079) 552913
(09) 2746014
VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAHGA
1 SturtSt
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 29775323

PG Convenor
Stuart Andrews
PO Box9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Chris Brandon , Conven er, Merewether 049631221
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 499199
Kevin Magennis, Safety, Taree 065 565265
Joe Scott, Competitions & PR, Byron Bay 066
842616
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142
Johanne Parniczky, Secretary , Newcastle, Ph 049
375556

HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

$19.95
9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
50.00
10.00
39.95
40.00

Officia l HGFA T-shirt fea turing breast pocket, col o ur l ogo and quote on the back
Cap
Co ffee mug
Leather K ey R ing - m etal w i th full co l our enam el l ogo
M eta l Lapel B adge
Ca r sti c kers
Embroidered badge
B ook, ' H ang Gliding for B egi nner Pil ots'
Full Colo ur 1992/93 HGFA ca l endar
Australi an Open video
HGFA windsocks , multi co lo ured with HGFA l ogo

*** Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices ***
Please add

$2.50 pp

for all orders or

$7.00 pp

if order includes book and

$3.05

pp for calendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted , pbone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. T erms: payment with order. D elivery
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CLUBS

Skysailor needs your
photos and articles!!
CONTENTS
Letters
1993 Australian Open Results
FAI Official Australian Records
Competitions
HGFA Public Liability Insurance
GUtesiegel and ACPUL Tests
Pagan Rituals
Trike Update
Time To Stay Up
Getting Back To Basics
Bogong Cup 1993 15
The Canberra Experience
Around About
Looking Up
New Products
From Student to Intermediate...
State, Region and Club News
Market Place

6
6
6
7
8
10
12
13
13
14
16
18
19
20
20
24
28

CREDITS
Cartoons

Julius Makk, John Trude,
Rohan Holtkamp, Andrew
Atkinson
Typing, Editing, Typesetting
& Layout
Marie Jeffery
Printer
Quality Plus, Ballina

Cover Photo
Ian Rees flying from the Nyah
airstrip near Swan Hill, Victoria photo Ian Rees

Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Bris.)
Pres. Ken Gibson
078482795
Sec. Sonia Jones
075762225

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Guenther Janssen
064562276
Sec. Lisa Ryrie
062359011

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres All Piper
043631278
Sec Bob Bentley
043320096
2nd Wed TUt~erah
Lakes Mem ub

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Pres Tony Dennis
057623292
Sec John Adams
057572945

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Illawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
042971852
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042943699
meet7.30pm 1stSun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers' Club
Gladstone HG Club
31 Wilson St
Gladstone 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kennedy
079781329

a

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
029822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
024162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton

068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068537220
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927

063531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Craig Worth
065592713
Sec. Grant Armstrong
065537095 H
Fx 065 835972 W
Ben Leonard
065821966

Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Neva Bull
049573069
' PG' Ian Ladyman
049498946

Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
063722432

Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
027243405

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
042840221H
Sec. David Jones
048611699W
048894182H

Capricorn Skyriders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
079287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
079393769

Sky Hi5lh
Paragliding Club
Pres. Ken Mitchelhill
038192717 ah
03 2882480 bh
Sec. Christine Danger
054 283185 ah

Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
03 5445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St
Richmond

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Brian Braby
066215725
Sec. Shirley Lake
066858147
meet 1st Wed
each month

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor
037353095
Greg Withers
038763981 meet
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel, Main St
Lilydale (n. rail line)

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
Nev Akers
070512438 W
Marjorie Beattie
070995585 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Robert Keen
074455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
074821664

Townsville Hang
Gliding Assoc.
Pres Graeme Etherton
077733580
Tres. Brad Cooper
077 792853
Whitsundays HG CI.
Pres. David Redman
079552740
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
079552913

Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Andrew Humphries
093816053
Sec Graham Cameron
093812423 H
093813800 W
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park
042941656

Great Lakes HGC
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Bailey
065547600
Fx 065 554855
Tamworth·Manilia HG C
Andrew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley
067821267

Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069 47 2888, Fx: 069 474328
Assisted by the Australian Sports Comm ission
office use only

Membership Application
Address:

Name:

PhoneHm

. Occupation:

.State:

.Wk

. Sex: M/F

Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

Card #: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signature: .
HGFA Schedule of Fees
$125 12 months (FULL) Membership
$115 (Nth-NSW) 12mths R!LLMembership
$135 (SA) 12 mths R!LL membership
$20
PHG Pilots Operational Levy
$50
Additional Family Member (12 months)
$25
Rejoining Administration Fee
$45
Short Term Membersbip (4 months)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)

4

$15

Trial!1nstructional flight (TIF)
7 Days total available through instructor.; only

$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

(12issues)"Skysailor" Subscription (Nonf1y)

SKYSAILOR

Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Airmail)
FA/Licence
PftG Ops Manual
Comps Manual
Tow Manuals
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Firstly, apologies to Enterprise Wings for
the poor quality of the photo in their ad
featured on page 39 of January Skysailor.
The problem arose during the final
publishing and printing stages and does
not reflect the nonnal standard of advertising that Enterprise Wings presents to
Skysailor. I have repeated the ad this
issue and trust my apologies are accepted.
This month there is a wide range of articles for you to read, from personal
'there-I- was' stories to articles reprinted
from Cross Country for the benefit of
those who do not subscribe. I especially
think that 'Coping With Choking' is excellent and will be printing part II next
month. I believe most pilots will recognise the panic symptoms that can surface
while not flying well, and the landing
(often not the best!) that usually follows
if the anxiety is uncontrolled.
Now that the major competitions for the
year are almost over, many pilots are
settling back into their normal flying
routine. However, a quick check of the
Official FAI Australian Records on page
6 shows that there are many goals to

strive for, from your very own
'backyard'. Read the relevant sections in
your Ops Manual and call Denis Cummings, our FAI coordinator, on 066
856287, if you're keen to break some
records.
January saw the arrival of our long
awaited Operations Manual (draft). What
a mammoth effort! A special thanks to
Paul Mollison and others for their hard
work.
Next month I aim to provide the addresses for subscribing to overseas hang gliding magazines, some of which can be
found in Appendix 1 of the Operations
Manual. There is lots of great reading to
be found in these publications. My local
club has a subscription to Hang Gliding
(USA) and Cross Country which our
members find well worth the annual fee.
So put the suggestion to your club executive; the only disadvantage is that the club
librarian finds it more difficult each ,
month to bring along .the library! There
are some Australian agents for these
magazines and if anyone has a publica-

tion they believe worth including, please
give me a call.
January/February is also the time when
many clubs hold their Annual General
-Meetings. Congratulations and good luck
10 those new committee members!
Safe circles!

Marie Jeffery

TRACER
The ultimate in comfort and style
* Easy entry side zip
* Adjustable padded leg straps
"* Adjustable boot
*" Custom sizing

*

ORDER FORM

15 Colours

* Continuous webbing structure
* Internal storage container

"* Padded shoulder straps
"* Chest and knee support

~dd;:~s': " ::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::: :::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:i2~d:: N~~.: ::::: : : ::::::::::::
Overall Height with shoes on : ."""" "cm Weight: """"" ""kg Sex: """""."" ."""". ,, ,,.,,
Chest circumference: .""."" " .cm Hip circumference: ".""" cm Shoe length : """".".cm
Colours : (Mainbody) ."""".",, " " """"" """ ,, . (Pockets) "".""".",,"""""""",, (Shoulder Pads) "" """"".,,"" ,, """"""""
Choice of Colours: We stock the following colours : White, Yellow, Fluro Orange, Red , Fluro Pink, Purple, Fushia , Silver, Bright
Blue, Dark Blue, Black, Fluro Yellow, Pink, Turquoise, Lilac.

Moyes Delta Gliders PlYLtd
173 Bronte Road . Waverl ey.
N.SW. 2024 Australia
Tel : (02) 387 5 114 (02) 387 5611
Fax: (02) 387 4471

February 1993

PRICE $695.00
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Dear Marie
I would like to thank everyone who have contributed to the Women's Committee during its

1993

first year of existence. Good luck to the

Committee members. Shared workload makes it
so much easier.

I like also to thank all those women pilots who
took the time to answer and return the questionnaire. Sue Hansen and I will put together the
result before the instructors' seminar.
Safe landings

Andy Mower showing us he still knows how to fly with an
impressive landing at the Mt Spring Xmas party - p P Robinson

1993

BirgitSvens Ii!

1993 Australian Hang
Gliding Open
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Tomas Suchanek
Erminio Bricoli
Nelson Howe
Francois Mathieu
Drew Cooper
Don Rottman
Mark Newland
Andrea Noseda
Paulo Coelho
Jean Francois
Gerard
Alan Beavis
Christian Durif
Attila Bertok
Richard Walbec
Geoff Tulloch
Masao Ando
George Kambas
Grant Heaney
Rohan Holtkamp
Dave Adams

A Grade
1 (5) Drew Cooper

2 (6)
3 (7)

Don Rottman
Mark Newland

General Category

Female Category

Distance - Straight

285.3 km
Jenny Ganderton

285.3 km
Jenny Ganderton

Distance - Straight
to a declared goal

250.3 km
Stephen Blenkinsop

118.09 km
Valerie Wallington

100.3 km
Jenny Ganderton

100.3 km
Jenny Ganderton

300.7 km
Stephen Moyes

Nil

161.0 km
Drew Cooper

101.0 km
Jenny Ganderton

Speed - 25 km triangle

26.0 km/hr
Jenny Ganderton

26.0 km/hr
Jenny Ganderton

4383
4353
4327
4312
4246
4209
4089
4022
4012

Speed - 50 km triangle

31.53 km/hr
Denis Cummings

16.5 km/hr
Jenny Ganderton

Speed - 100 km triangle

26.47 km/hr
Stephen Blenkinsop

17.5 km/hr
Jenny Ganderton

Speed - 150 km triangle

26.31 km/hr
Drew Cooper

Nil

Speed - 200 km triangle

Nil

Nil

Speed - 300 km triangle

Nil

Nil

Speed - 100 km Out
& Return

31.85 km/hr
Stephen Blenkinsop

Nil

4746
4670
4557

Speed - 200 km Out
& Return

Nil

Nil

Speed - 300 km Out
& Return

Nil

Nil

3,902 metres
Denis Cummings

2,805 metres
Valerie Wallington

5654
4938
4833
4785
4746
4670
4557
4540
4531
4451
4400

Gary Wright

3(43)

CraigDocherty

3362
2877

Distance - Around a
triangular course

1 (52) Barbara

2636

Tandem Category

Class 0 - Subclass 2 - Rigid Primary Structure with moveable control surfaces - General Category
Distance - Straight
Gain of Height

Womens
Kramer

Distance - Out and return

3597

2 (35) Michael
Bristow

Distance - Via single
turnpoint

Gain of Height

BGrade

1 (28)

FAI Official Australian Records - Hang Gliding
Type or Record

164.0km
Ron Grey
2,118 metres
Graham Pukallus

All other general category, all feminine and all multi-place records unclaimed

2 (53) Francoise
Dieuzeide
3

6

(57)

Helen Ross

2611
2469
SKYSAILOR
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maps. No accommodation is included, but organisers can make arrangements.

2il

Contact Luis Aulestia, Fi nal calle 3-B, adi f. Cantabria, piso 2, La U rbiDa,
Caracas 1070, Venezuela, Ph (58) 2 2420644, Fax (58) 22427374.
~

1993 International Hang Gliding
and Paragliding Meeting
Governador Valadares, Brazil

:/:.. / .~ //'--/ / < /
/;~
// ~///

13 - 20 March Paragliding Cross Country
20 - 27 March Hang Gliding Master Cup

~riV~~~
Y
/~~#~~

Entry fee: US$ 100 per pilot

1993 Victorian Open Hang Gliding Championships
Dates: 13.2 to 21.2.93 - Mt Cole area
Entry Requirements: a minimum of Novice rating plus Alpine endorsement (or overseas equivalent).
Fees: Entry - the competition entry fee is $60 (includes $20 bond)
Contact: Wesley Hill, VHGA Competition Director, PO Box 400,
Prahran Vic3181, Ph: (03) 8983251

1993 Western Australian State Titles (WA Open)
Please note Change of Dates!!!

Information: Mr Haralda Castro Neves
Av. Brasil, 2.920 - 5· andar - CEP 35020-070, Govemador Valadares MG - Brasil, Ph: (033) 271 1333, Fax: (033) 271 6769

Ultralight Gymkhana (Fly-in)
Saturday 3 April & Sunday 4 April 1993 at Corryong Airport
Hosted by the Corryong Airforce & Tooma Flyers
Entry fee $20 if paid prior to event, $30 on the day
All entrants must be HGFA or AUF financial members
For further information contact: Glenn Wilson 060 761333 or Stuart
Andrews 069 484461

SA State Paragliding Championship

20 February - 1 March 1993
Practice/Registration day 19 February
Emergency day/presentation 2 March '

April 9 and 12 (Easter weekend)
Base at Snowtown

Location: Dalwallinu organised by the Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club
Entry fee: $50, late fee after 1 February $70

Proposed sites: Barn Hill, Greens Hill, Illawarra Hill, Lochiel Ridge and
the magnificent Horrocks Range. Excellent cross country potential.
Entry fee $10
Enquiries to Mark Richards (08) 2712223 after January 26.

Contact: Andrew (09) 3816053 or Johnathon 3418328

Australian Paragliding Flatlands

Womens Worlds 1993 Japan

Sat 13th February to Sun 21st February 1993, Forbes area.
Pilots wishing to enter this event will need to organise themselves into
teams of 4 to secure a tow strip.
All pilots ~ possess a tow endorsement and HGFA membership. The
entry fee is $120. Interested pilots should contact Geoff Robertson on 042
941898 AH immediately.

Venezuela '93 International Championships
La Victoria, 13 - 20 March 1993
Entry fee US $150 and includes transport fram airport to La Victoria,
between hotel and take off, retrieval every day, glider identification and

19 April - 2 May 1993
For further information contact Team Manager Warren Burgess 02
9884419 AH

1993 World Paragliding
Championships
Verbier, Switzerland August 1993
Interested pilots should contact, as soon as possible, Stuart Andrews,
HGFA Paragliding Committee, PO Box 9 Tooma NSW 2642, Ph/Fx: 069
484461

*

MOUNTAIN CREEK HOLIDAY CENTRE
ACCOMMODATION IN THE KIEWA VALLEY, VICTORIA

Situated at the base of Mt. Emu, a popular hangliding launching site, near Mt.
Beauty, Victoria, reasonably priced accommodation is available in well
appointed 8 bed flats or cabins on a beautiful 50 acre property. Land on the
doorstep at the neighboring Mountain Creek Rd. horse paddock han glider
landing site.
Large group fully catered bunkhouse accommodation is also available for
groups from 15 to 60 people at very economical rates.
I

Telephone: (057) 572 965 or (057) 572 257
February 1993
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HGFA
Public Liability
Insurance
As you are aware, the HGFA was forced to
change its insurer this year. This has been a
complex and expensive exercise, but I am
pleased to announce that we have a new policy
in place.
We were determined to maintain close to the
current costs of public risk coverage for average
pilot activities. This has been achieved with
some substantial improvements to the old
coverage.
However, it is not all good news. The insurers
have identified what they perceive as higher risk
areas of operation. Accordingly these operations
and the members involved have been allocated
a higher premium. The annual premiums (as
details below) for the "higher risk" operations
are the result of substantial negotiations. We
attempted to ensure that should a member be
required to pay a higher price for his/her insurance then tbe insurer and HGFA should provide a service or improved coverage. This has
been achieved outstandingly in the case of instructor/training operations where professional
indemnity has been provided for within the
policy. Also, those who carry passengers, even
just a friend for a ride, will now have some
insurance to cover the possibility of injuring
your passenger. This is a vast improvement on
tbe old coverage.
I think that you will agree that the details
below represent pretty good value for money
when it comes to insurance costs. Throughout
the negotiations, we needed to protect the
average member from substantial fee increases,
so those members who are involved in greater

risk areas wi II be the ones expected to cover the
increased costs. The old "user pays" rears its
ugly head once more.
The following table details the additional (to
standard annual membership fees) charges that
will apply to certain members this year. Most
people in these categories will receive an individual invoice either at membership renewal
or at the appropriate certificate renewal date.
1. Powered Hang Glider members $20

Current levy is retained and will also
apply to paraglider power endorsement.

2. Passenger carrying/tandem endorsement
$150
This provides passenger liability coverage
(to $5 mil) for the pilot in command.

3. Instructor (including
appren tlces)

$150

This provides Instructor Professional Indemnity Insurance to $5 million (limited
to injury or property damage - not libel,
false advertising or contractual failures etc)

4. Instructor plus passenger carrying!
tandem
$250
Provides the coverage as indicated in 2 &
3 above.

Claims
Each claim will carry an excess of$1000. If you
ding someone's car or bend a house wall, you
will be required to cover the first $1000 ofrepair
costs. Remember that every claim and non payment of excess is likely to escalate premium
costs the next year. This means that annual fees
will increase. If, however, we can show that
claims pay-outs are minimal then we are in a
better position to negotiate reduced premiums
and fees may even drop.
The cost of insurance is in your hands, it is
each member's responsibility to minimise risk
and costs .
Never admit liability. If a claim is likely then
contact either the HGFA office orour Insurance
Broker for advice. (Chamberlain insurance, 02

8684044)
Policy Documents
Each club will be supplied with a complete copy
of the policy and all members will receive a copy
of the basic policy document via Skysailor.
Once these have been circulated we will expect
you to look after these documents carefully as
they are critical to accessing sites and for club
incorporations etc. It will mean that you no
longer have to rei yon the office to supply a copy
every time you need to negotiate a site, as your
club and regional representatives will have one

The Board Planning Meeting in March will no
doubt consi der carefull y the budgetary rami fi cations of this new policy. The cost of providing
for you.
insurance coverage must be matched by a comindividual
bination of the
ponent
pi us
the ,membership
._ _ _ _fee
_ com_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....

*

addi tional costs for the
higher risk areas as
identified by the underwriters.
The table above will
be mandatory charges
for those members
wishing to renew or
apply for those certificates or endorsements.

~~

ELM LODGE
MOTEL

Pty. Ltd.

SAFETY ADVICE
FROM

PER PERSON
Group Bookings Discount Available

BHIZ and Sting XC pllols are .dvl~ to
cMck the security of the grub screws In
the A Frame comer fining whilsl
prefllghtlng the glider.

ATTENTION
BLITZ snd STING XC OWNERS

8

17 Units including 5, 2 bedroom units available all with private
facilities, including linen. BYO towel. 1 acre cottage gardens, 2
minutes walk to town centre. Dining room, old style country
cooking. BYO, or B&B $20
Swimming pool, gas covered-in B.B.Q. & laundry facilities

Your hosts: Bert & Chris Bartlett
Wood Street, Bright 3741 Ph: (057) 551144 Fax: (057) 55 2208

SKYSAILOR
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~TTHEYSAYABOUTEXCEL:

Walter Besh, SHV testpilot - A stunning combination of safety and performance.
Mick Shoites, pilot -I've bought Excel after only a short test flight. No wander it brought me,
during 20 hours of flying, a few surprises. All of them pleasant.
Dimensione Volo, Italian magazine - The best paraglider on Italian market.
Brian Webb, instructor, after a test flight - Flies well, recovers well.
Robin Gauld, pilot, after a test flight - Beautiful!

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
FINANCE A V AlLABLE

SPAN ............................... 12.36 M
AREA .............................. 29.8 M

Scott Beresford, pilot and SA distributor, after 10 hours - The only problem is to convince
people that what they see is true.

Ifyouarerealyseriousaboutflying - think EXCEL. There are not
many paragliders like this. Not for this price, anyway:

850.00

so

NUMBER OF CELLS ...49
SPEED SYSTEM .......... STANDARD
ASPECT RATIO ........... 5.12
MATERIAL ................... SKYfEX
SPEED RANGE ............ 20/37/43 K/H
MIN. SINK ...................... 1.1 MIS
GUDE ............................ 7+
RATING ......................... 2 SIN
Also available in 26 m sq size!

JUSTRA PARAGUDERS, 49 MAUDE Sf. Mr. MARTIIA VIC 3934 TELJFAX 059 741599

February 1993
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GUTESIEGEL AND ACPUL TESTS
ROBBIE WHITTALL
reprinted from Oct/Nov Cross Country magazine
A large proportion of my.-work is in

the testing of paragliders: usually in
preparation for the German
Giitesiegel or the French/ Swiss
ACPUL certification.
Having 2 standards in a supposedly
unified Europe is illogical, but we have
to put up with it for the time being.
Here I hope to clear up some of the
confusion about paraglider testing.
DHV GOtesiegel

The DHV (German Association) safety
and strength test for paragliders is called
the GUtesiegel and in Germany it is illegal to sell a paraglider without one.
It consists of 2 strength tests, shock and
static load, and a stringent flight test.
Each glider is flown by 2 DHV test pilots
and put through the following manoeuv-

z•

ACPUL/SHV
The ACPUL is an optional certification
carried out in either France or Switzerland. Like the GUtesiegel it consists of 2
load tests, static and shock, as well as a
flight test.
The flight test includes 12 rigidly specified manoeuvres: take-off, landing, max
air speed, aptitude to tum, search for deep
stall with brakes, search for deep stall
with rear risers, symmetric leading edge
tuck, asymmetric stall and leading edge
tuck, full stall, spin, and wingovers.
Then each manoeuvre is awarded a grade
A , B or C depending on the recovery

Radios
learn IC A 20 MKII Airband
learn IC 40 UHF
learn IC 40 G UHF
Also headsets, switch boxes,
spare battery packs and more.
Phone now for competitive prices!

\-

«
UJ
~

Helmets
Carabiners (steel)
P.A. Parachutes
Sjostrom Variometres
AirBorne T-Shirts

l)

UJ

•
)

c

$60
$29

$550
$680
$25

Bankcard, Visa, Mastercard welcome

~
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res and a 2 in others . .
A video recording is made of the tests, but
the test pilots always have the final say.

NO\N IN STOCK

-

~

Grade 1 except for one where it has a
Grade 2, then the overall grade is 2.
A 112 means that the "worst" grade in
any tests was a 112. It does not mean that
the glider had Grade 1 in some manoeuv-

o

I

0

•

res: take-off, landing, straight flight,
handling, front stall, b-stall, full stall,
asymmetric full stall and leading edge closure, negative tum (slow and fast), wingovers, spiral and search for deep stall.
The glider is then given a grade:
Grade 1: Glider recovers from all situations quickly without pilot input, and is
considered very safe by the test pilots.
Grade 2: Glider recovers from most tests
without pilot input. Even if it recovers
from all tests without input, it can still be
given a Grade 2 - depending on recovery
time.
Grade 3: Glider is for experts only. Pilot
input is needed to regain normal flight.
Grade 3 is not for anything that does not
make 1 or 2. Gliders frequently fail the
tests altogether.
There are also Grade 112 and Grade 213.
However, the final grade given to a canopy is only as good as the "worst" grade
in the individual manoeuvres. For example, if a canopy passes all tests with a

AirBorne Windsports 12130 Kalaroo R"ad, Redhead, NSW 2290 Australia
Telephone (049) 499199 Fax. (049) 499395

r

-

n
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time. The system of grading is extremely
rigid and based on careful timing and observation of the video. The opinion of the
test pilot is of minimal importance. At the
end of the testing, the canopy is not awarded an overall grade, but simply a grade
in each manoeuvre (for example 9 A's
and a C).

Pros and Cons
Giitesiegel
Pro: The tests are very severe. The canopy is always taken to its limits. If the
test pilots feel there may be a problem,
they will try repeatedly to find it.
Not just separate tests, the whole "feeling" of the glider is tested.
Con: No strict timing on recovery.
ACPUL

Pro : The recovery times are absolutely
rigid. There can be no doubt as to what
grade the canopy has in each test.
Con: Does not explore sufficiently the normal flight characteristics of the canopy.
The canopy is not tested to the limit.

Comments
I am constantly working with both systems of certification. On the whole I consider the Glitesiegel to be a superior test
because the canopy is thoroughly tested
in all aspects. The test pilots look hard for
specific problems if they have the slightest doubt. On the other hand, I like the
strictness of the ACPUL tests. Still, canopies have failed to get a Grade 3 from
Glitesiegel but have passed the ACPUL
quite well.
The most important thing is to look carefully at both certifications when buying
your new glider. There are a few crucial
details which cannot be ignored, one in
particular I wish to focus on.
In any branch of aviation an important
parameter which is always considered by
the designer is Wing Loading i.e . the
weight per unit area which the wing is
designed to support with safety.
Designers take this into consideration when
calculating the max and min safe wing
loading - indeed this is an important criteria to the certification requirement - but
they impart this information to us in the
form of a simple statement of max and
min pilot weight for each size of canopy.
As a result we can often 'fit' into one or
more canopies in the range on offer. So
what factors should we consider when
choosing the ideal, size for us?
If we look at a pilot whose flying weight
is 176 lbs, he could fly any of 3 sizes
marked by the manufacturer's figures as
55nO, 65/85 or 80/100, the overlap complicates the choice.
In this example the ideal selection is the
medium 65/85, as the pilot's weight falls
in the centre of the wing loading line for
that canopy size. But what if he chose
any of the others? One might think that
with the small wing, he would be able to
fly in stronger winds - the conclusion is
correct but what about overstressing fabric and lines when encountering gusts or
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Small size, light weight, great precision!
The perfect flight instrument for those who love thermals
Amazingly light and easy to handle it will give all the information
today's pilot won't do without anymore
Altimeter
• Standard altitude up to 8000 meters
• 3 fixed altitudes (exclusive)
• temporary altitude, for easy
measurement of altitude gain
during the flight

Speedmeter ( Piccolo 2 Only)
• with propeller-probe
range :1 - 120 km/h
Dimensions and weight
• 105x81 x37mm
• 195 grammes ( with battery )

Variometer
optical
• analog and digital up to +1- 20 mls
( in FPM-mode:
pointer up to 40 x 100 FPM ,
digits up to 30 x 100 FPM )
acoustic
interval acoustics , varying spacing
sinksound with changing tones for
more or less pronounced sinkrate.
The sinkrate is adjustable and an
offset-window (no sound) can be
introduced (exclusive)
• Sink alarm

•
•

t

AIRCOTEC

\

AUSTRALIA:
27 Oberon Avenue
East Hawthorn 3123 Vic.
Phone I Fax 03 882 4130

reflation following unintended deflation?
So how about the 80/1 00? Many pilots
would prefer this canopy in lighter winds
' to stay up better' . I must stress that this
is very dangerous thinking!
Remember that smooth air windspeed is
totally irrelevant to canopy performance it is airspeed that counts. For a given size
of canopy the lower the pilot' s weight,
the lower the wing loading; the lower the
wing loading the lower the airspeed. This
means a reduction of lift generated by the
canopy and a consequent lowering of suspension line tensions.
Under these conditions that sudden, unexpected deflation of the canopy can occur with very nasty results . One way to
demonstrate this is to reduce the pilot
weight until you have only the empty harness, then inflate, stabilise and let go.
What happens?

SKYSAILOR

The canopy is unable to maintain its profile and collapses, due to underloading.
So what conclusions do we draw?

1. Always plot a wing loading graph for
the range if sizes you are interested in .
2. Make the lower end of the plotted line
the min safe wing loading point.
3. Make the upper end the max safe wing
loading point.
4. Steer clear of these extreme points and
choose a canopy which will 'fit' you midway between the two.
5. NEVER be tempted to fly a canopy if
you fall outside the weight envelope - not
only is it dangerous but the certification
(the safety standard issued by independent testers) becomes invalid!
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Pagan Rituals Practiced Relentlessly by Satan's Soarer
hyPhil Wainwright
Attention sinners! Awaken your souls to the
truth. Hang gliding PR people are in league with
the devil!
Yes it is true, in the endless strive to satisfy
our hunger for information (so intense we even
read the page numbers in our Skysailors), we
lesser mortals are devouring a string of half
truths and non-truths .
On my first dayoflessons I metoneofSatan 's
workers - Andrew Humphries, senior instructor
for Airsports. In retrospect I should have seen
the signs . The subtle satanic rituals, and the
brainwashing of vulnerable hang gliding students with the video of the World Free-Style
Championships.

Newton's a Furphy Says Murphy
Oh he was clever! Making us believe that all
we needed to know to become a Moyes or
Duncan demi-god, was a few basic laws and
principles discovered by Newton, Lillienthal
and Rogallo. But never did he mention ... Murphy.
Day four of the 1992 WA State TItles will
forever remain etched in my memory as the day
of revelation! Lend me your bleeding hearts

Brothers and Sisters, and I will tell you how I
was saved.
We were in Hell. 40'C in the shade, with the
flies as thick as sins in a dusty, windless Dalwallinu paddock. A task to goal 110 kID away was
set, and we were all eager to get into the air.
My first tow ended abruptly 100 ft from the
ground and 1 kID from take off, where I was
informed that my radio was possessed by an evil
demon making "funny beeping noises" .

An hour later, my second tow was aborted
when the only tree in the 2 kID square paddock
reached out with its horribly mutated branches,
and grabbed the tow rope.
As I scratched back to take off, I listened to
my Brothers and Sisters taking the fullest advantage of the 10,000 ft legal ceiling altitude. I
nosed in for good measure.

and very, very, very badly into my locked-on
mike. It was then that I heard a voice from the
Heavens!

Wainwright Hears Voices After Nose-In
From 10,000 ft and nearly 100 kID away, a
somewhat stunned Russell Duncan stuttered the
immortal words ... "Watch your language, and
don't let bad luck get to you".

Hallelujah! I Saw The Light!
This cunningly coded message obviously
meant "He who haveth faith in his Blitz, and
leaveth his flight suit on the ground, will get the
best thermal of his life, and ultimately get very
cold" .
So as the sun got low in the west, I looked
down from 10,000 ft with nothing but my
laughter to keep me warm as I watched Lex
Jones packing up his Foil Combat below me
(sorry Lex - but I couldn't stop laughing uncontrollably!) .

My third tow ended 100 ftand 2 kIDs from take
off, where an eerie tail breeze suddenly sprang
up making it impossible to tow the other way.
As I lumbered back to take off dodging dust
devils and spitting out flies, I swore revenge.

I was freezing, bull had triumphed. Releasing
from my fifth tow just an hour and a half before
sunset, I flew the sixth best distance for the day!

By my fourth tow I was seriously doubting the
wisdom of my devotion to a fellow called Pagen .
When the car lost a ll power and I nosed in at the
other end of the paddock, I swore very loudly

So Brothers and Sisters, when your evil instructor si ngs the praises of Newton, Li II ienthal,
Rogallo and Moyes, thou shalt always remember Murphy, for it is he that ruleth the sky!

*

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease
of handling. Suitable for both intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in
difficult conditions with Class NB SHY Acpuls rating. High speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide
(7:1) make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert only and
intermediate with intermediate performance. A test flight will surprise and even convince the
sceptics. Fly the canopy which has the highest measured glide of any certified canopy (BezauAustria
and the speed which won the Torrey Pines air race. From $4750

CORRADO CHALLENGER - Firmly dedicated to the intermediate
class, a well proven perfonner under varied conditions as well as goodnaturedness in difficult piloting situations. Excellent glide ratio
(measured at 6.4 to 1) and easy handling. New type of speed system
extends speed range to more than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both beginning
and intennediate pilots. SHY Acpuls Class A. From $3850

Corrado Challenger

DIABLO New for '92, good performance intennediate canopy, 3 riser,
laminated upper surface for longer life, speed system, ACPULS all 'A'
certification, from $3250

Challenger C (Expert)

Like a second chance? Our emergency parachutes start from $595 with long or short bridle.
HaD wind speed indicators - $45.00.
Harnesses - several types available.

Call for prices on second-hand canopies from $1200

Garry Stevenson
34 Cambra Road Belmont Yic 3216

Phone 018351389 BH, AHlFax 052432185
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
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Trike
Update

TIME TO
STAY UP!!
by Paul Gibbs

From Adelaide to Thursday Island ...

The idea is for pilots to do as much of the trip
as they can. Acouple of hundred kilometres and
then return home; a couple of days or complete
the whole trip - it's up to you.
Commencing from Adelaide, Brod Osborne
and Larry Jones will organise the route over to
Victoria where you meet up with John Amor for
the run up the east coast. Luke Carmody joins
up from Sydney and will get you through all the
control led airspace to Newcastle and on to
Byron Bay .
I'll be with the troop for a short run past
Brisbane and then the whole show can call into
Bob Silver at Noosa, onto Fraser Island to see
the whales and wherever.
Once at Cairns, Chris Bolton wi II be the guide
north and with Thursday Island the goal, lots of
spectacular flying is assured.
Hopefully the south east trade winds will assist all the way up the coast and for the return
journey we will have a semi organised to bring
the trikes back down.
Those of you who have jobs to return to and
only a limited holiday time can catch a plane
home and your trike will arrive soon aftelWards.
The exact details of why where and when
should be worked out soon, so please call with
your ideas, places to stay, things that you wish
to see etc, and we'll all have a bit of fun.
Fund raising for the Cancer Foundation and
dedicating the flight to the late Brian Body are
our major objectives.
Departure date July/August (to be confirmed)
so stay tuned for details and call us with your
requests.
Joe Scott, 066 842616
Luke Carmody, 02 8475260
Brod Osborne, 082681625
Fortrike flying tips, I'd like to hear from pilots
as to your launch techniques for different and
difficult take off areas you ' ve encountered.
Share your learning experiences and we can all
take note.

: Own your
: own radio!
I

With only 3 days to go before the beginning
of a long Asian holiday I knew this would be my
last chance at my first ridge soar until next
season.

Stay tuned for details as we get it together, but
for an outline of the trip:

r----- ----- .

Brushing past the burnt out scrub with the
Mega on my shoulder and my heart in my throat,
I considered the few days of lessons so far and
the 150 feet S.E. launch at South Wybung now
at my feet. The air was warm and a little bumpy
at 15 knots. Time was short with a sun low in
the sky, as stratocumulus drifted West and the
ocean pounded its big claws into Red Ochre
beach.
There seemed no time to spare. With the Mega
set, checked and between my sho ulders and the
reassuring voice of my instructor in my ear,
10,000 butterflies in my stomach simultaneously flapped their wings as I ran as hard as I could.
Quickly banking right to stay within the lift
band, I thought I'd drag my feet through the
bushes, they seemed so close. Then a turn.
Along the ridge again, the lift band was so small
that my brain was doing somersaults trying to
cope. Air rushed past my ears as the take off
passed below and the kite moved toward the
headland. Another rush of air as I turned to pass
again.

~
NEW

•

Australia's best sellln~ UHF radios.
Talk direct or use repeater stations
on' the cryBtal clear FM band. Choice
of the orl~lnaIIC-4O. Btron~. reliable
and bud~et priced. or the 400 with
LCD display. pro~rammable Bcan &
back~round lI~htln~ or the 400 Plus
with an up~raded lon~ life battery
pack. Compact. powerful and reliable.
12 months factory ~uarantee.
We will not be beaten on price !!

• On Special .. + F~ carry caBe.

4OGPlu9

Well, I've never been so off my face on life,
so I'll see you, sky bound.

*

Only $ 550·

• On Special .. + Free speaker/mike.
ICOM headBet with PIT $ 95.00

NEXT DAY DELIVERY $16
ICOM A-20
AII~6AND RADIOS
Want to fly le~ally near
the cloudbase or near
MTAF airfields '( Fly safe
and le~al with the aircraft band ICOM A-20.
The new A-20 MK 11 with
pro' ~ram ma ble
sea n.
backlit panel. updated
VOR navl~atlon function &
a frequency selection "on
the top" capability.
Yes. fully DOTC Le~al !
~ Canycsse&
~ AC & DC chargers.

"OK", came the unerring voice of Ian Duffy
through the earphone, "Step into prone" .

Two more passes and with the sun sinking fast
I shocked myselfby looking straight down to the
gnarly, surf-pounded rock shelf below. As the
light began to fade, I hugged the ridge to its wes t
end for a slow, smooth descent and touch down
on th e deserted beach before watching the full
moon peak above the ocean to the East.

Only $ 485
Only $ 529,·

IC-40
40G

"YEEEEEEEEHAAAAARR!!!" I screamed,
airborne at last.

Oh yeah, now we are really getting down to
business but in the process I knocked off the
headphon es and hit a bump of air. Oh s*#@ ! - I
heard my neurones whirr like a flock of Major
Mitchells as a few more meg 's of adrenalin
bounced into my bloodstream . Keeping a level
head at this stage suddenly seemed a fly or die
alternative so I carefully relaxed my grip and
tuned into Hughie. There was still time to stay
up so I had to fly this ridge a little more.

ICOM IC 40'e
UHF RADIOS
DISCOUNTEDl

A-20
$630.00
A-20MK11 $660.00
NEXT DAY DELIVERY $ 18

I

NEED AN INTERCOM 11
Talk to your passenger with an ULTRACOM Helmet. the worlds most popular
trike communication system I Noise cancelling so really quiet. Can be patched
into all ICOM radios. Two (2) helmets
with Intercom $850 . Helmet only with
coms $360. Full face clear visor $33.

YES

Mall. phone or Fax your orders to
us. Bankcard. Visa. MaBtercard OK.
Prices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083

.. _____ -----.1

Till next month, clean fuel and safe flying.

JoeScott

*
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Getting Back To Basics
With the number of novice and intermediate
pilots seemingly learning quicker and wanting
to experience inland flying, I have been asked to
mention some of the finer points (basic points)
involved in committing aviation that some of us
older pilots used to do.
Some of the practices myself and others from
years gone by did which now need to be re-addressed or perhaps should have been emphasised by their instructor, have been forgotten
or never acknowledged as part of their learning
experience. I learnt to fly with my brother in the
mid '70s and I became a certified instructor in
the early '80s. It was trial and error in the very
early days.
However, a recent spate of accidents - incidents involving mainly intermediate pilots who
have been honest enough to send in a report and
discuss what happened to them at our club meetings highlighted some problem areas. Some
answers and positive actions have been
forthcoming. Most of the incidents occurred

Attention! !
Competition Organisers
Expressions of interest are called from persons wishing to conduct the 1993/94
Australian Open (incorporating the
Australian Nationals) . Intending organisers
are invited to send details of their proposal
to:
The Executive Director
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
The proposal should include at least the
following:
Location
Sites to be used
First preference for dates
Second preference for dates
Outline of personnel to be used
Proposed entry fee
Maximum number of entries

during competitive flying, be it a fly-in or an
entry fee competition and like Australia wide,
the statistics are not good .
I think the 'go-for-it' attitude we all possess,
combined with peer group pressure, is what
drives us to greater heights. And that combination is taken too far. With the number of competitions increasing and with more importance
place on the results of such, it is overtime to take
stock and get back to basics. I feel like saying,
for example, if you haven't experienced a light
tailwind landing without dropping your nose
and also avoided overshooting your landing
spot, then you're not ready for the rigours of
flying in inconsistent conditions quite often
found in competitive flying.
We discussed the increase in incidents at our
club meetings and also the old ways we had of
doing things and a number of pilots said to me
that the points I raised were what was missing
in their learning experience. Here area few ideas
pilots should remember and perhaps instructors
should pass onto students although probably a
good many already do.
Firstly, before you go inland flying, particularly at a new site that you haven't flown, you
should take the time to check out the landing
areas down the bottom of the mountain. That
simple task is invaluable in sussing out the
powerlines, fences, tree lines, houses and the
options available(ifany) if you don 'tarrivewith
enough height. Do this~you fly off the top.
How may pilots have topographic maps of their
local area? In the past these maps were looked
at, summarised and looked at again and again
because map reading is about getting it all into
perspective.
Secondly, before you go inland flying, you
should seriously consider when was the last time
you flew inland and if you are going to an
unfamiliar site then I suggest 2 weeks is long
enough not to fly and still expect yourself to
have your 'eye in ' . This lack of recent airtime
we call L.O.M.P. or Lack of Match Practice. A
word to remember. An hour or two of recent
soaring on the coast is maybe all that's needed
before going off that strange mountain, perhaps
into very inconsistent air. By soaring on the

Stop Press !!!
The world's best yet
full colour
HANG GLIDING
CALENDAR!
With llmonths to go
now drastically reduced to

$10 + p & p I!!
At this price you
can't afford not to
have one!
Contact HGFA now on
069472888
coast, I don'tmeanjustgettinghigh and 'boating
around' enjoying the view. You should be
prepared to get down low below the top and
work the lighter lift back up to the top. Experience the mild turbulence, the differing pockets of lift with the different shape of the ridge
and get to know intimately the trees and contours
below the top because the variable nature of
ridge lift down low is an excellent way of accustomising yourself to the conditions found inland.
P.S. To the pilot after some Mt Buffalo data .
During the '80-'81 Buffalo Classic, at times we
flew with a "Bob" wind of 10 mph at launch.
Severe sink around the mountain with severe lift
over the 'Burrs' was the norm . I returned for
some casual flying a few years later and we
decided our turbulence tolerance was less so we
flew with a "Bob" wind of no more than 5 mph
behind launch at the Chalet while at launch,
conditions were light and variable with no sign
of Bob. If Bob showed up at launch, we didn't
fly.
Safe and thoughtful flying in '93.
Brian Rushton !is

1993/94 Competition Calendar
Those people who intend to organise other
competitions in the period from July 1993 to
June 1994 are also requested to send similar
details of these competitions to the Executive
Director. This will enable the early preparationofa calendar of events for next season .

*
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Bogong Cup '93
Unbelievable! Who would have though after
the wettest December on record that the
NEVHGC could hold the Bogong Cup and get
8 days out of 9 flying?
We didn't!
The comp was doomed from the start, wi th the
director taking a heavy landi ngand re-arranging
his front teeth. Coupled with this, he was suffering severe concussion and spending Christmas
with his mother who knew nothing of his flying
hang gliders.
About this time the club secretary had filled
all 120 places for the comp, and more entries
kept coming, with offers of cash, wine or broken
limbs for the late applicants to be accepted.
Finally, last year's comp director agreed to
take on the job again and everyone breathed a
sigh of relief. But what to do with the extra 20
pilots? What had happened to our casual little C
grade social event? It had turned into a warm up
for the Nationals and the Flatlands with all the
guns from Australia and overseas wanting to
compete.
A quick club meeting was convened on the
first day of scheduled flying and it was agreed
that the competitors should decide whether the
extra pilots be allowed to fly.
Tear jerking stories of pilots from Cairns and
Perth having travelled for thousands of
kilometres were heard before the vote.
And the assembled masses voted 'Yes' . Suddenly there was pandemoni urn as officials raced
to register pilots before briefing and launch
directors pondered fitting an extra 10 pilots on
the limited set-up areas of Mt Buffalo and
Tawonga Gap.
The registrations were duly processed and
Wes Hill (scorer) had the task of splitting the
field and also accommodating lesser experienced pilots who wished not to fly Mt Buffalo.
John Adams was again comp director with his
two trusty launch directors, Heather Stricek and
Peter Bleckwehl (the first employed by the
Education Department and the second by the
Armed Forces). Two more formidable characters could not be found (set up here and you will
either by shot or kept in after class).
AJllooked good for a successful competition.
The Mt Beauty Hospital had readied itself with
a hang glider repair ward and the major glider
manufacturers had brought enough spares with
them to build 50 brand new gliders. Who was
going to be the first pilot to need repairing or
whose glider would need repairing?
Dave Staver and Pete Lehman showed how
IlQ1 to launch at Emu in moderate/strong wind

conditions. Dave was left pondering how to get
himself and his glider out of a t~ee 40' above the

February 1993

ground, while Pete looked for his glasses lens
and a new leading edge.
Thus began a very successful competition.
After 3 days of completion, Wes performed the
cut and grouped the top 60 pilots together. Drew
Cooper and Tomas Suchanek were leading and
rumours about Tomas' XS began to circulate.
Mystical powers akin to Dr Who's Tardis were
murmured, along with a pending stewards' inquiry.
And what of the women you ask? Well the
Australian Womens Open and Nationals were
being held in conjunction with the Bogong Cup
and the competition was hotting up.
Most days had seen out and return task being
set (between 40 and 100 km) with Ryders Park
at Tawonga being goal. Quitea number of pilots
who had never completed a task did so by the
end of the compo The last day was a race to
Bullioh. Drew Cooper didn't make it, Rob Vandeklooster saw someone in controlled airspace
and Colin Hansen was knocked out by touching
his head to an electric fence.
The last day finished not too differently from
the first.
Open
1 Tomas Suchanek
2 Drew Cooper
3 Steve Moyes
Group 2
1 Steve Trone
2 Kinichi Ohmori
3 Julius Makk
Australian
WomensOpen
1 Jenny Ganderton
2 Helen Ross
3 Barb Kramer
Australian
Womens Nationals
1 Jenny Ganderton
2 Helen Ross
3 Sue Hansen
B Grade
1 Bruce Wynne
2 Brett Atkinson
3 Helen Ross
CGrade
1 Dave Drabble
2 Kevin Gilligan
3 Brent Telford
Most Improved Brent Telford

ing forward to the accident reports)
Downtube Dlngers - Russell Dobson (4
downtubes in 2 days)
Legless Award - Gary Hickson (couldn't
remember how he got home)
Wedge Tall Pluckers - Derrick Inglis (so busy
taking photos of eagles at 10,000' he lost his
thermal and bombed out)
Out Landing Award - Lucas Badar (photo of
the wrong turnpoint)
Driver's Award - Shane Holtkamp (hit a white
post while looking for pilots - $1500 damage)
Good Buddy Box - Gerry Gerus (Gerry's
drivers kept telling him how much they loved
him over the radio)
Tailenders - Rob Va ndeklooster (last for 3 years
running)
Sponsors
Bogong Hotel - $500 cheque
Sjostrom - Sjostrom instruments
Moyes Delta Gliders - Tracer harness
Air Support - Wedgy harness
Danny Scott - 4 flying suits
Airborne Windsports - $1000 off a Blitz
Enterprise Wings - $500 off a Foil
Andre Milewski - Year's subscription to Cross
Country magazine
Tawonga Motors - Fuel discount for competi tors !is

TEST
If you live in the Sydney area
and are interested in test flying
a crisp new MOYES GLIDER ...

NEVHGC
Champion - Brian
Read
No Shit, There I
Was
Gordon
Young (tried to land
on power lines)
Boots with Roots Michael Ellinas
(stood on launch for
5 cycles)
Cock-up Award Dave Staver (Iook-
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Vicki
(02) 387 5622
The Factory

or

Chris and Dave
(042) 942 545
Aerial Technics
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Canberra

t£~erience
by David Ferreira
Thanks mainly to Chris Boyce, some of the
junior flyers of Stanwell got to travel south and
experience a bit of inland flying in Canberra.
After weeks of waiting around, and endless
phone calls, it was on for the weekend of the 31st
July/1st August. This amazed a few members of
the group because the good weather coincided
with the weekend and Chris was actually making
a decision. It looked very, very promising.
We joined the group just outside Canberra on
Saturday morning. The wind was nil and smoke
stacks spiralled straight upwards. How could we
fly in this?

Looking up at Springfield Hill
A key is required to get into the sites in Canberra, so we searched around for someone to let
us in. If we had tested the gate we would have
noticed that we had been beaten to the hill and
the gate was open. You have to be up early to
beat the Canberra flyers to the hill.

Maps Maps Maps
HGFA is now an agent forany maps you
might require for competition and free
flying, at reduced retail prices.

Stop Press
Please note that there is NO pro-rata
fees for HGFA membership.
It is an annual membership running for
12 months from the date that you pay
your money!

This system was implemented in order
to disperse the workload throughout the
year. If you are still not sure how much
to pay, call HGFA on 069 472888. ~
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A wisp of wind started to come through and it
was from the south-east. It was south-east and
we were in Canberra, three hours from Stanwell .
The Canberra lads assured us it would come
good, and to travel up to Springfield Hill.
What a site. It is in a private, leased land in the
middle of the Canberra Basin. It stands roughly
800 feet and for us coastal boys, was absolutely
breathtaking. The locals were right, the wind
was coming in a perfect north-westat 5-10 knots.
After a few bomb outs we finally managed to get
used to the thermal conditions and a hill not
associated with shear cliffs and salt air. We all
enjoyed the flights and although our landings
were not perfect everyone got down safely.

That night the Sydney boys enjoyed a meal
and a few quiet ones. Discussion centred mostly
on the difficulty landing in the bumpy conditions. Chris Boyce explained a system of 'Zen
landing', apparently our conscious was overcoming our subconscious. We all agreed we
were lucky to be conscious at all.
The following day the conditions were perfect
once again . We all had another flight and the
' Zen landing' technique resulted in a bend
upright for myself.
Thanks to everyone who travelled down to
Canberra, lan, John, Chris, Bob, Steven for the
enthusiasm . Thanks to Chris Boyce for the organisation and tuition and thanks to Phil, Grant,
Garth and April (the locals) for their help.
P.S. There is a $10 fee per pilot per day to fly
this leased site.

Photos by Steve Reid Ii!

Looking SW from Springfield Hill at the Canberra Basin
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Australian Open Distance Record
285 Kms
On the 29th November 1992 Jenny
Ganderton, flying her FOIL 139 Combat,
launched at Forbes on a classic cross
country day. Experiencing a cloud base
of 6000' to 9000' along the way Jenny
touched
down
at
S.OOpm
at
Purlewaugh to claim a new Australian
distance record.
Congratulations Jenny.

CROSS COUNTRY PERFORMANCE YOU CAN HANDLE

1/169 Parkes Street, Helensburgh NSW 2506, Australia. Ph 61 42942052 Fax 61 42943361
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publicity available from numerous aviation
events rather than just one at a time.

•••
New Australian Paragliding Distance
On Friday 15 January 1993, Ron McKensie, a
Victorian paraglider pilot, tow launched on an
Airwave Voodoo from his home town of Den iliquin and landed at Shepparton. This is a new
Australian Paraglider Open Distance record of
some 125 kms.
Ron was in the air for 5 hours and eventually
landed because of cold and exhaustion. He was
tired but very happy. He is now buying a flying
suit because he believes he could have flown for
another 2 hours if he hadn ' t been so cold.

Womens World Championship Team for
Japan 1993
For the first time Australian women pilots
underwent a selection process to attend the
Womens World Championship to be held in
Japan late April. A selection panel of 3 was
formed to fill the six places from the 10 pilots
who had applied to enter. The 10 women were
then asked to rank the 10 pilots and the result
was unanimous with the team comprising of
Jenny Ganderton, Birgit Svens, Helen Ross,
Marjorie Beattie, Toni Noud and Leith Silva.
The Team Leader is Warren Burgess and
Team Assistant Marie Jeffery.

Weather Watch
For those coastal pilots not privileged to live
on Sydney's Northern Beaches!! The Bureau of
Meteorology has launched "Windline", a new
wind forecasting service.
The service provides callers with up to the
minute information on the wind conditions from
eight locations around Sydney, Newcastle and
the South Coast. It also provides a four day
outlook for wind conditions in the Sydney area.

Each wind report is updated half hourly and
compiled by computer from bureau wind stations situated along the coast. These reports are
then converted into a voice simulation .
Windline is available by calling 0055 21555
at a cost of 55 cents per minute.

The NSAC has been granted $250,000 by the
Federal Government through Sports Minister,
Ros Kelly, under the Community Cultural,
Recreation and Sporting Facilities Program.

Further information is available from:
Boating Weather, phone 11541 and Bankstown
Airport ATIS (Auto Terminal Information Service), phone 7956057.

For further information contact Harvey R
Ritchie, ASACExecutive Director, PO Box 144,
Curtin ACT 2605, phone 06 2816830,2815358
or fax 06 2814099.

Dane Snelling, Northern Beaches C tub

Jenny Ganderton's Straight Line Distance,
calculated at 285.3 kilometres, has been recommended for acceptance as an Austral ian Record.

Australian Sport Aviation Confederation
Inc· Media Release
National Sport Aviation Centre, Wangaratta
The NSAC has been in the planning stages
since 1988 when the Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) offered Manga lore Airport to sport aviation for that purpose. Mangalore was lost by the
aviation sports when the Seymour Shire decided
to hand the ai rport to a commercial aviation firm .
After the shock of losing Mangalore wore off,
the NSAC Development Committee continued
their work and after consi deri ng more than thirty
airfields, settled on Wangaratta as the most
suitable site.

raised from sponsorship and grants, but the
centre is a viable proposition even if sponsors~fety frame, wire (silver or black)
ship plans are not realised. With sponsorship
" , ( and plastiq(black or white) /
in place, the first stage will be completed in
Plain
$1
OS,
Single
Vision
$145,
Si~f6d.1I
$165
.
........ :. . ;.... -.
less than five years, without sponsorship it
" Electronic Tow Meters $185
will take longer.
Ni:Cad
Charger (for all radios) $38
The success of the centre is assured by two
' ,N"0l1h Coast .Aviation PtyVd
things: the scale of economy which can be
H peni~GHmll1ings . •
'
achieved by sport aviation banding together
to share costs and build permanent facilities
which now have to be hired by each sport
aviation discipline, and, the advantage of
being able to offer sponsors access to the
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New Zealand Nationals Results

FAI Record Submission

The project is broken into three stages and
work should begin on the first stage in April
or May of 1993. Stage One of the project will
New Products for 1993
costan estimated $3.5 million and will include
Eagle EyeS- Flight glasseS'Nith UV
the infrastructure necessary to conduct world,
and blue blockout
national and state championships, club comNew Tints: Tint 3 (very light), Tint 4.5 (light), petitions, training camps, conferences, flyTiI,t 5.8 (The Original) , and Tint 7 (dark)
ins, seminars, technical courses and other part
and full-time avia tion activities.
L~nB~8 only: Fit to your favourite frames
Plain~80, Single vision $11 0, Si-focal $130
It is intended that much of the cost will be

*
·01'

Stages Two and Three of the NSAC are as
ambitious as the first and include an Institute of
Sport Aviation, a wind tunnel, a Museum of
Sport Aviation and an Aviation Hall of Fame.
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Rick Duncan
Anton Lawrence
Geoff Christopher
Ross Gaddes
John Turnbull
Womens
RachaelPUexander
(also 9th overall)
Charman Frost
AJWilliams
Sherlyn Kvebler
Sonja Duncan

Blitz 146
K1 (NZ glider)
Kiss 154
XS 142
XS 155
Rumour Fever
XS 142
KI135
Magic 133
Blitz 137

New Paragliding World Record Open
Distance
In record breaking flights on Astra 30 by Apco
Aviation Ltd, PUex Louw and Andrew Smith
flew 281.5 kID and 278 km respectively on 31
December 1992 in South Africa.
Take off point was near Vrijburg and they flew
in the direction of Bloemfontei n in rough conditions with winds of 30 k/h and ground speeds of
70 k for part of the flight. The record is fully
documented and will be presented to the FAI for
approval. APCO will present its prize of US
$10,000 to these pilots as promised to the first
pilot who broke the Open Distance Paragliding
Record on an APCO paraglider.

Flying Overseas?
C hamonix, France
Uli Wiesmeier (1992 World Cup Champion)
and PUpine Active have organised cross country
seminars for pilots who wish to improve their
cross country flights .
Seminars include accommodation, dinners
and transport. Dates of seminars:
19 - 26 June in Chamonix, France;117 - 24 July
in Verbier, Switzerland; 21 - 28 August in
Chamonix, France.
Any pilot interested in further details or for tips
on flying in the PUps this season, as well as
assistance in locating accommodation etc, is invited to contact David Wootton, PUpine Active,
phone France 50 537387, fax 50 537388 or Uli
Wiesmeier, phone Germany 8851 5605, fax
8851 1325.$
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seas that each day is a
new experience and I feel
'one of the boys'.

LooRjng Up
by Marian White
Reprinted from Paragliding News
"Has he taken off yet?" I repeat as I have my
hands over my eyes. "It's okay, Maz", waiting
pilots say, "he's off okay".
This is the anguish of being a paragliderpilot's
wife. After three years of being around the
paragliding scene, I still haven't come to grips
with the thought that Geoff, my husband, is
actually outthere flyi ng. I know, deep down, that
he is a careful, experienced pilot, but I have
seldom been able to watch him launch and I can't
really tell you why. Once he is airborne, I am
happy to watch the whole flight and landing. I
wonder if other non-flying (definite feet-on-theground; apart from a birthday trike flight I really
couldn't get out of) partners, experience this
feeling.
Although I have never flown a paraglider, and
at this point of time have no interest to do so
(wimp, wimp), I really enjoy being involved in
the flying scene. In my home town of Bright,
there is plenty of paragliding, hang gliding and
trike flying going on, so my expertise as a
retrieve driver extraordi nai re is much in dema nd,
and so far, is a pastime I haven't tired of. I have
met so many different pilots from Oz and over-

PROFESSIONAL

I feel so much a part of
this flying community
and although I can't fly,
I'm sure my flight theory
is as good as some pilots.
But, I wonder, am I an
odd ball? Is there something strange about me? I
seldom meet other nonfI yi ng partners on the
launch . Don't they feel
U8/30
the same fascination with
the sport as I do? Don't
they fight their partners over who
gets to read Skysailor first? Or is it
just the fact that they haven't really
got to know that there is a great
bunch of flying gals and guys out
there?

KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290

P.S. If you are thinking ofvisiting
Bright, and you haven't flown here
before, phone 057 562255 or fax
057 562631, and Geoff or I would
be only too happy to fill you in on
local info .

*
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At least I won't have to watch him take off today!

Stop Press! ! Now Sole Australian Distributor
for Solar Wings Pegasus Products
II

Pegasus XLI (XL Tug) 750 fpm while towing, in-flight trim 26-50 mph

The most advallced towillg trike yet built. Be quick, pholle for all illfomwtioll package.
II
II

Pegasus Quazar 2582 LN CD! "The Limousine" with cruise control -low noise model is unbelievably quiet
Pegasus" Q " 2nd in World Championships this year. Unbeatable cross country performance and handling
with over 7 hours endurance. Ask about the NEW Export Model. it's even better!!

II

Pegasus" XL" the recreational pilots' and Training Schools' favouri teo Low noise 462 LC engine. 190 sq ft of

II

Bandit the fastest flex wing on earth. Good for going interstate or just impressing people.

magic. Every serious training facility needs at least one of these.
The Pegasus legal 2 seat trikes are top value ~ from $13,850 - they are fully backed with spares.
II

Skylink ZA Hornet side by side seating, a brilliant trike with superb rough air ability. Fully
optioned. Reduced from $28,000 to clear at $18,500 (only I left)

II

Chaser S the world champion single seater. "A flexwing
experience that is hard to beat"

(!'HASenl 'S'

~
_
= _~

We also have a number of good used aircraft available for those who
want a legal 95.32 2-seater. Prices from $9,800
Most of the above aircraft are ex-stock and can be test flown to ensure
you make the right choice. Phone for an information package and to arrange a test flight
in your area.
Don't forget your - COMMUNICA CONTEST helmet and intercom set, the best you
can get, with visors and radio interface. Ex-stock $1200
or your IVO Prop - 3 blade composite propellers to suit all ultralights . Ex-stock $575.00

~~~ _

~
~.

Phone John Goodrich for all the latest in trike pl'oducts and training
Special deals available to flying schools - phone for information

Sky Cycles Pty Ltd
Bid 22 Second Ave Moorabbin Airport VIC 3194
Ph: (03) 587 5975, Mobile 018 336346
February 1993
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9{ew Products
Recovery Systems
Second Chantz Recovery Systems Inc announces a revolutionary recovery system for
para glider and hang glider pilots. The system is
called the Pocket Rocket A.I.R. (Air Initiated
Recovery).
The new system uses a patent-pending, compressed-air rocket motor that can be fi lied from
any scuba tank in the world. The operating pressure of the rocket is between 2000 and 3000 psi.
The system can be inspected by the pilot by
simply looking at a built-in gauge.
According to company president, John Dunham, the new rocket has been accepted for use
in a NASA research program which needs to
recover small remotely piloted vehicles after
each test flight. NASA's requirement was for a
safe, re-useable, non-explosive deployment system.
Encouraged by NASA acceptance, Second
Chantz has introduced to the civilian market
several "Cool Thrust" recovery systems. The
A.I.R. system is expected to make explosive,
SOlid-propellant rocket motors obsolete.
The A.I.R. system has these advantages over
previous types :
*

It can be shipped and used anywhere in the
world without government hazardous
materials restrictions or related high shipping costs.

*

Overseas travel with the device on the
airlines will be legal.

*

It can be filled upon receipt by the end
user, from anyone of millions of scuba
tanks.

*

Since there is no burning propellant, a
certain danger factor has been eliminated
for the user and bystanders.

*

It can be deployed for test or curiosity
purposes with a very inexpensive re-Ioad
service charge.

The system has been demonstrated capable of
deploying the average hang gliding recovery
parachute in less than 1/2 second to full line
stretch. Full parachute opening can be obtained
in two seconds or less.
The system has been tested over three hundred
times in various environmental conditions, and
has demonstrated the ability to hold its pressure
for 6 months in the field . The system will come
with a five year "air-tight" guarantee.
The unit is now being supplied in several
styles, including a front or side-of-the-harness
mounted paraglidi ng version, and also a harnessmounted Quick Draw version for hang gliding.
All styles will be available for use with the
pilot's own parachute, or can be purchased wi th
one of the companies own low decent-rate stateof-the-art parachutes.
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Second Chantz has built nearly 8000 recovery
systems for aircraft, registered over 45 life
saving uses, and celebrates its 11th anniversary
in 1993.
Contact Australian agent Chris Hunter
13 Barnview Court
Morphett Vale
. South Australia 5162
Phone: 083220813 for more information .

Eye Protection
Future Wings Flight Gear proudly announces
the release of the Eezy-eyes range of fl ight glasses.
Eezy-eyes Flight Glasses were designed to
enable pilots to have the highest quality flying
glasses made available to them. Because 100%
of the decisions and actions made in the air
depend on visual information it is vital that your
eyes have the opportunity to do thei r job properly.
Eezy-eyes Flight Glasses have been designed
with the specia l conditions offlying in mind and
provide the following key benefits.
The Design: The contoured shape of the lens
allows the pilot maximum visual performance
while maintaining aesthetic appeal.
Reduce I-laze: Even on dull and overcast days,
glare can make you squint, causing eye strain.
And when it's hazy, loss of contrast C<1used by
scattered blue light can impair your ability to see
clearly. Blue light is easi Iy scattered by the moisture or dust in the air on foggy or hazy days, and
in situations like these regular sunglasses are
often inadequate. Eezy-eyes Flight Glasses
reduce haze byselectively filtering out blue light
to enhance contrast, sharpen detail and improve
depth perception in all light conditions.
Minimise glare and brightness: The white mirror coating on Eezy-eyes Flight Glasses are
scientifically designed to minimise glare and
brightness in a way which allows your eyes to
work naturally and comfortably. The coating
refl ects light rays that are irritating and harmful
so that your eyes can be relaxed, cool and
protected even under the brightest skies.
The lenses of Eezy-eyes Flight Glasses are
manufactured from tough space age polycarbonate and the frame is made from ultra-tuff
nylon.
Eezy-eyes Flight Glasses are available in five
models and several colours, the glasses have
been tested at the University of New South
Wales and pass the stringent tests involved, that
is, they conform to the Australian Standard AS
1067-1990.
The pricing of these glasses is very competitive an d is available on request. Dealer enquiries
are invited. Eezy-eyes Flight Gl asses are now
available for immediate delivery .
Contact Future Wings on 042 674570 or fax
042681101.

*
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From Student to
Intermediate in
Just Three Weeks
by Heather Cook
... well almost, I went on a flying tour to the
United States with Tony Armstrong and tripled
my flying hours .
Before I left Oz I had never set up a glider on
my own, I'd never done turns 180', and worst of
all, I hadn't even started reading Dennis Pagen's
intro to hang gliding. With just four hours up, I
knew nothing, but... was really keen to learn!
Besi des the States abso lutely have to be seen,
and the only way to see them, of course - by air.
The hardest part was slowing down into "hang
gliding time" . I was all hyped up and ready to
fly . I pretty quickly became accustomed to going
with the flow. "CHILL OUT" sums up the
relaxed a ura.
My first go at inland flying, at thermalling, at
360' turns, at 600 m ASL and at a new site was
Kagle Mountain. Much to my shame, setting up
the glider on the base bar was a novel concept,
and sure enough, it blew over backwards in the
first gust and I chased it tumbling down the back
of the mountain. Tony then reassured me by
turning the instruments to the inside of the Aframe, so I wouldn't wreck them in case of a
crash.
Just after take off, I found my first ever thermal , a little bumpy but it began to smooth out
and I could relax, turning lazy circles in the sky
and climbing upwards . I was able to see the
entire valley through the haze. With Tony 's
radio assistance I managed to out thermal all the
locals in the light co nditions. This brilliant flying
was only spoilt by my height judgement. I was
told to be 1000 feet over the bridge coming in
to land. Playing it safe, I scraped in just 30 feet
over the bridge and less than that over the barely
visible power lines for a great landing.
Well , I knew that I had a lot to learn, but I sure
had a taste for thermalling.
My next test was the "Big E" - Elsinore. Unfortunately, it was a Saturday and take off was a
lOx 2 stri p of dirt wedged between a road and a
cliff face. At leas t 100 gliders were already
wedged in th ere. After some assertive behaviour
lessons from Tony I ma naged to squeeze into the
front row. Consequently, I copped some unnecessa ry sexist s*@# and was literally pushed
off the cliff. The bad vibes freaked me out a bit
and I lucked out on the ridge, couldn't hear my
radio and so I took a sled ride. In my lillie single
surface Gyro II, I didn't have the gl ide ratio to
make the landing zone so I opted to land in a
miniature fenced in base ball field, unaware that
any skill was required for such a "spot" landing.
Tony then laid down the law over a six pack and
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there was to be no more flying for me until I'd
at least started reading Pagen's book.

bottom of his pod when he was nearly ,«,.>::::?,.,,:-...
inverted . Another guy was consistently ~.::." . ,......".

Well. .. after another go at both sites, it was off
to the Owens. The other pilots on the trip were
all advanced with a minimum of 8 years flying
experience and so they understandably wanted a
challenge.

air sick, it was so rough. A local com- "":"": ::"'..
pletely obliterated his glider after a
violent wingover and walked away unscathed. The Port-a-Ioo at take off fills
very quickly.

The Sierras are just magic, incredible flying
and spectacular scenery. The first 2 days I only
made it from Horseshoe to the "postage stamp"
and I thought that was an awesome flight. I was
at 10,000 feet, alone in the sky - higher than
anything possible in Australia, flying over a
cloud-raking spine of graniteand ice that loomed
over the expanse of desert. On the ground the
thermometer stays over 40·C and yet in the air,
thermal undies, woollen mittens and a balaclava
won ' t keep you warm. Once I got the hang of
thermalling, there was no stopping me - XC - Mt
Whitney and beyond.

Tony and I tried to do a record tandem XC flight - we broke the
Australian record but that's another
story.

After a week of top flying, we needed a break
so we took a day off to go hiking. Blase about
flying we went off to Taho, the most beautiful
spot on earth. Slide Mountain was a challenging
fly with conditions light and scratchy. Paraglidingatsunsetover the lake showed the raw magic
of a natural spot.
While Tahowas alluring, thecall of the Owens
was too strong. The guys were begging for the
thrill of the radical turbulence and the great XC
distances. One guy put his foot through the

Nearing the end of the 3 weeks we
pushed on to Yosemite. Unfortunately
the law was enforced here and I missed
out on flying. But just watching the
sheer cI iff take off was a buzz.
Then it was back to LA via San Francisco . Fort Funston was probably the
scariest part of the trip for me - adjust- .
ing back to coastal soaring. Finding a I i))·)}
take off at Big Sur was fun - we got in .
a sunset glide.
In j ust 3 weeks I learnt a hell of a lot, ::':.}:': .

f::~£:'::;~::~~'f;~~~:~ i: i : .' .' • : •-

'.:.<:.:••::::•• <,:.:.'.:.'.••' ::::•••••:.'.••'

,.,' ;:::.::::-:::::-:::::::-:.:,:,:,::,':'::::':::'::':::l'::'\

a lot wiser. I stili have the spirit to fly, '
but a greater commitment to the sport.
What a top holiday!

*

at Stanwell Park in a S/E or Long Reef in a N/E

TEST FLY a crisp new glider from the range of

aaa

XS 1 42 and 1 55
XR 145
XT 1 45 and 1 65
Lots of fun, sausage sizzle, spot landings, prizes, meet
the Moyes Boys and Girls. See you there.
Call Aerial Technics (042) 942 545
or The Factory (02) 387 5622 for a weather check
February 1993
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Reprinted from Oct/Nov Cross Country magazine

Coping with

•

o In

PART I

Handling Pressure-Cooker
Situations during a
Competition Flight
"Oh, no, I left the last thermal too
early. I should have climbed higher.
Where the hell is the damn lift?
Oh, God, I'm getting too low;
I've got to work harder. "
lean-Claude Hauchecorne, world recordholder for out-and-return over a 200 km
distance, says these are some of the thoughts
that run through his mind when he finds
himself getting low during a competition
flight. Most pilots who have competed
will recognize some form of this internal
dialogue when they find themselves in a
stressful situation.
Last summer, as a driver at the 1991 U.S.
Nationals in the Owens Valley, I listened
to several pilots relate how they got anxious, made a series of bad decisions, and
flew themselves, cursing, into the ground.
As a musician, I know how frustrating it
is to play well in less stressful conditions,
then "choke" during the performance.
My interest in performing well under
pressure led me to interview a few of the
top pilots who have learned to cope with
competition flying. I also researched the
topic at the library and talked to Dr. Frank
Young, Calgary sports psychologist and
coach of the Canadian luge team.
I began by trying to find out how "flying
well" differs from "not flying well".
Hauchecorne, for example, notices a distinct difference in his thought patterns:
When I'm flying well, it is almost effortless. I'm looking at the ground features
coming up ahead of me, what the wind is
doing and where I need to go next. I notice the pilots ahead of me, but don' t compare myself with them .•
On the other hand, if I'm below everyone
and for some reason can't climb, that's
when the worry factor cuts in. I start to
compare my flying skills with the others'.
I say to myself, 'How come they can get
up? How can I improve? He's got something over there and I race over there.
I go into a panic when I'm not making
good decisions. Even though I realize what
is happening, it's really tough to get myself out of it. And the more pressure I put
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on myself, the worse I fly and lower I get.
Larry Tudor, world open-distance record
holder, also notices differences, I fly my
best when I get in front of the pack or
when I'm flying solo XC. Then I make my
own decisions and I fly by feel. I'm paying attention to the input of the glider the sound of the wind and the feel of the
thermals. I fine-tune into a quieter element, balancing myself with the thermals.
I don't fly as well in large gaggles, I tend
to get distracted by the other pilots. I'm
trying to avoid getting hit or hitting someone, or I look around to see who' s climbing faster. In that situation , instead of
flying in tune with myself, I tend to fly in
connection with what everybody else is
doing. Sometimes I make the wrong move
because I'm one step behind what needs to
be done . I "think" about what
I need to do, rather than just
"feel" it and do it. I'm flying
"reactively"; /' m not "one"
with the glider.
Dr. Frank Young , observes:
You can take in a lot more
from your environment in a
relaxed state than you can in a
highly agitated state. In a very
hyper, alert state, there is a tenLARRY
dency to brace, to tighten up.
But you're not as responsive to
the air currents, to the feel of the glider
and to your body in the harness. There' s
a tendency to cut down on information.
Performing your best involves bringing
forward unconscious material, getting
access to the resources of the subconscious
mind and letting that guide your behavior. Often the subconscious mind knows
full well when to bank tighter into the
thermal or how far you are into it.
These are rational calculations based on
careful observation of what's going on
out there the information from your instruments, how your hang glider is reacting and your knowledge and experience
in that situation.
Emotions interfere with these observations.
When you get caught up in thinking patterns like, '/' m never going to get up: or
'Joe over there has caught something and
I'll never catch up to him: you are no
longer making rational decisions.
Charles A. Garfield' explains that in the
best performances, the athlete does not
"work harder", rather, there is a sense of
"letting go", which means after thoroughly training mind and body, learning
to trust the complex subconscious mechSKYSAILOR

DONNA SEIDEL

anisms that determine peak performance
and giving up the conscious or willful
controls of body and mind that inhibit
these subtler processes.
"Letting go", in terms of the right and left
hemispheres of the brain, Garfield explains, means encouraging the right,
hemisphere processes, which are capable
of recognizing and manipulating complex
patterns and making highly accurate,
split-second decisions. At the same time, it
also means subduing left brain activity,
which, through its verbal and analytical
tendency, can easily ove/whelm the quieter, more intuitive right-brain processes,
and impede physical performance.
Denise McCluggage>: It is not easy for a
people steeped in a culture of 'Try, Try
Again' and 'A' s for effort' to accept the
idea that the struggle is often
best won by letting go. Letting
go does not mean giving up or
quitting. It simply means that
trying too hard is often selfdefeating.
The biggest impediment to
"letting go" is negative
thoughts. Emotional stresses
such as worry , anxiety and
self-doubt set off the body ' s
TUDOR
notorious "fight-or-flight", or
"fear response". The signs
and symptoms of these negative emotions
include muscle tension, shortness of
breath, impaired vision, loss of flexibility
and disrupted co-ordination.
The brain, robbed of the proper nutrients
by the constricted blood flow, tends to
focus on the last error or loss, rather than
on the task at hand. Mental concentration
can be vastly diminished, often accompanied by a weakening of volition or the will
to win.
How, then, can an anxious pilot in a stressful situation tum off the fight-or-flight
response and get himself back into a relaxed "peak performance" state of mind?
Let Tony Barton, 1st place winner at the
'91 U.S. Nationals, explain what he does .
If I make a big mistake and get low, I get
impatient. I lose concentration, I can' t
climb and the flight' s pretty much over if
I don't change my attitude immediately.
Usually I have to get to a breaking point.
I work myself into a frenzy, thinking ,
'Man, that was a stupid move. I've got to
get up, got to work it harder.' I start
forcing the glider through the thermals
harder, fighting the lift. I have to do this
long enough to fall seriously behind. Some-
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times it takes me 20 or 30 minutes before
I realize what's happening.
At that point, I say to myself, 'OK, change
of plans. Forget the competition.' I have to
mentally convince myself /' m no longer
in the running, no longer in the competition. I'm taking a break.
Then I let go of the glider
and let it fly. I say, 'I'm
just going to free-fly. /' m
going to do this for the
pure enjoyment. I'm just
going to get high, and if it
takes me 2 hours to get
TONY BARTON
back up to cloudbase.
If I have to, says Barton, I'll
circle in 50 to 100 ft/min lift until I get up
to cloudbase again . Then, once /' m as
high as I can possibly go, I click myself
back into competition mode again. 1 say,
'O.K., I'm really behind now and I have
to catch up without getting down where I
was before.' Then I can start turning on
the speed.
I did that on one of the days at the '91
Nationals. I was well behind at one point
and thought I wouldn't even make goal,
but within a couple of hours, I finlshed in
the top 15.

gravity" just behind your belly button and
last time: and I' lliearn how to relax when
1 get behind.
feel a certain "heaviness" in your pelvic
According to authors Elmer and Alice area. This will help you feel more
Green 3, there is a reliable way to turn off confident and less "scattered".
the fear response which involves relax- Release tension - Consciously release as
ation training.
much unnecessary tension as you can in
For our purposes, relaxation
your neck, shoulders, buttocks and legs.
training means:
Re-focus - By re-directing your thoughts
• doing specific exercises onto breathing, centering and releasing
to gain an awareness of tenyour muscle tension, you have temporarsion and relaxation states,
ily interrupted the negative scenario of a
• learning how to control
forced landing. Now imagine yourself
tension through diaphraggoing up. Try pretending you are a pilot
matic breathing and cenwhom you respect. Imagine how he or
& KARl CAS TLE
tering,
she would calmly and confidently find a
• learning how to bring
thermal and get higher.
about "relaxation" in a stressful situation.
Saul Miller suggests to imagine yourself
Almost every book on mental training for
as a particular animal whose qualities you
athletes covers relaxation training in some
would like to emulate - perhaps an eagle
detail although each author differs in his
or hawk. To re-focus, Frank Young sugapproach.
gests saying to yourself, "I love flying" .
Robert M. Nideffer' has a down-to-earth
explanation of "centering": Centering is
Author Donna Seidel, is interested in other pilots'
not some mystical process. It just means, strategies and stories and can be reached at 154
Chinook Dr, Cochrane, Alberta, CANADA TaL
when you're in a stressful situation, learnOW2, tel (403) 932-6598, fax (403) 266-2356.
ing to direct your thoughts toward the
1. 'Peak Performance: Mental Training Techniques
center of gravity in your own body, which
of the World's Greatest Athletes', Charles A. Gargives you a strong , confident, anchored
field; 2. 'The Centered Skier', Denise McCluggage;
3. 'Beyond Biofeedback', Elmer and Alice Green;
kind offeeling. While doing that, you also
4. 'Athletes' Guide to Mental Training', Robert M.
check your breathing and scan your body
Kari Castle, U.S. women's champion and
Nideffer; 5. 'Performing Under Pressure ', Saul Milfor
unnecessary
muscle
tension.
ler. 'In Pursuit of Excellence', Terry Orlick's excelwomen's open-distance record holder,
lent book on mental training, also includes an aduses another strategy to get herself to relax:
In practical terms for pilots, this means
dress to write away for audio tapes. The 2nd ediWhen I'm gettif(g low and things are getthat when you are "scratching" or getting
tion of this book, is superior to the wordy 1sl.
close to the ground,
ting tough and I feel like quitting, I say to
myself, 'I just launched; I just pinned you are likely to inoff.' Lots of times when I pin off from the
voluntarily start to
tow rig, I'm not real high, so, when I get hyperventilate,
tense your legs and
low in the middle of a competition, instead of panicking and saying to myself,
push your toes
'Oh, God, I'm low; it's all over: I say, 'Relagainst the end of
ax, you just started your flight; let's go.'
your harness. CenLarry Tudor, says, When I get low, I just tering allows you to
become aware of
have the attitude /' m not going to land.
Nothing is going to allow me to land. I this wasted or misdon't vocalize it, but what I imagine is, directed energy and
adjust your breath'I'm going to climb; I'm going to go up.'
I don't even think about landing.
ing and muscle
Tudor says that what tension accordingly.
helps him stay calm is This also clears you
the knowledge that any mentally.
jj>,
one flight or compet- In summary, if you
ition is not of ultimate find yourself getting
importance. 1t' s not the closer to the ground
and that's not
end of your life or the
last flight you'll ever where you want to
be, what steps can
make. Deal with the
conditions you're in at you take to stop the
the time instead of panic cycle?
thinking about how Breathe - Chances
l.C . HAUCHECORNE
important the meet is are you've started to
or how much you need the prize money.
hyperventilate. ExSo, although the fight-or-flight response pand your lower abis very powerful, we are not completely domen to create a
vacuum which alat its mercy.
Hauchecorne, who has only been activlows the air to fill
ely competing for 3 years, says what will your lungs.
help him the most is experience. After Center - Direct
I wltj AL/t!.A.A-r J
your attention to
sinking out a few more times, /' II start to
""HEN X c,oT MY f!12ST xS
say to myself, 'Remember what happened your "center of
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State, Club and Region News
Queensland

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
The Rainbow Beach competition held over the
Christmas-New Year period lived up to its
preceding hysteria. About 60 competi tors fought
out the three rounds, with the winners being
decided on the result of the final day. Details and
photographs will be published in the next edition
of Skysailor. I would like to sincerely thank all
the helpers and there were many. You know who
you are, so pat yourselves on the back. Again the
Gympie motor dealers, John Madill Toyota and
North Coast Nissan provided vehicles which
were of immense use in running the compo
In response to the public demand a Widgee
competition is to be held. The dates are the
weekend of the 20 and 21 February 1993. The
competition is open to all interested pilots . For
the Sunshine Coast pilots, points in this comp
will go towards a Club Championship Ladder.
Camping facilities will be available at the
Widgee Showgrounds i.e . toilets and hot
showers. Bring your tow bridles; if Wid gee is off
we will go out to Wondai instead.
A shop has been built at Widgee (across the
road from the showgrounds) which has just
about everything available, including takeaway
food, fruit and vegetables, drinks etc. So what
you forget to bring is now available in town.

The gauntlet has been thrown for those who
think they have the right stuff by Ted McCord.
Ted flew from Widgee to a place called Ban Ban
Springs on 2 January 1993. I'm not sure where
Ban Ban Springs is because it is off the end of
the map I have. I believe it is still in Queensland
- just. Good one Teddies.
By the time this edition of Skysailor hits the
streets one of the club's most loved characters
will have returned to the land of the long white
cloud. Yes, our friend Nev Warner has gone
back to New Zealand to see Beth "mummy" and
Carol. Nev says this time it's for good. Most
pilots would immediately recognise Nev by his
cheesie grin and "g" string. It's been a pleasure
to have known Nev and his family, and we wish
them great prosperity and many thermals.

Ron Rimkus, President

New South Wales
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Please note: Next meeting 9 March at the
Moyes Factory, 173 Bronte Rd, Waverley

Northern Beaches Club

It's back to work! Those dreaded words that
are necessary to keep the finances rolling, but it
is with renewed vigour that many Northern
Beachers re-attack the workplace thanks to the
great Christmas/New Year flying that's been
had.
Hot on the heels of the Expo, offers have been
flooding in for aerial displays for surf carnivals,
summer festivals a nd a variety of expositions.
The sport's profile has been enhanced by displays of accuracy and spectacle - educating the
public further about our activities. Upcoming
displays (which would've been held by the time
you read this) include Australia Day at Darling
Harbour (approximately 200,000 people plus
full media coverage) and
the Dee Why Beach Summer Festival (approxi ma te;:;:::;:::;:::::::::;:::::::::: 1 Iy 15,000 people) . Reports

liiW§ITJ?5millITTIEJ 110tillltifCJ0U-1 on these days will follow.

As for the Expo itself, offers of sponsorshi p to make
it an annual event are
beginning to filter through.
The day made such an impact on both the publ ic and
the industry thatan international class aerobatic competition (off aerotow)
appears likely to be
scheduled with the Expo
this year. More news as it
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comes to hand. The Expo this year looks set to
be incorporated with the Dee Why Spring Festival involving a surf carnival, amusement rides
and stalls and a road closure of the Strand to give
the whole event that special carnival atmosphere.
New Year's Day saw a meeting of Northern
Beachers from their journeys all over the State
at Rainbow Beach. With only 2 days to spend at
Rainbow, I, together with 4 others, met the rest
of the gang where the impossible happened Teewah was on the 1st day and Carlo Sand Blow
on the 2nd. The day at Teewah saw everyone but
1 pilot make the Cherry Venture with stacks of
height. My Combat 2 performed far beyond my
expectations and ripped through the run to get
me to the Cherry Venture 1st. Many happy faces
were present to see our very own Harvey Patterson arrive in his signatory supine position above
the wreck - a great flight that brought Harvey as
much joy as it did us. We all later attacked the
Freshwater Lake to celebrate.
Da y 2 saw a group of us do a day tri p to Fraser
Island -well worth the$45. The cream of the trip
was to arrive back to find a Nor 'easter and a mad
scramble to the Carlo Sand Blow. Once again,
as the Nor'easter started to drop, my Combat 2
proved it 's worth as a lift seeking machine and
gave me and, later, a few others, a memorable
afternoon into twil ight. To the locals, thanks for
the provision of a truly unique coastal experience. To the sandflies, thanks for nothing!!!
Other Christmas trips included visits to Byron
Bay where amongst other tales of splendour and
height gains, Bob Louden became initiated into
the wonderful world of trikes courtesy of Joe
Scott from Skylimit Aviation (who's currently
expecting Scotty Jnr#l- congratsJoeand Lena).
A trip to Tamworth saw Ian Duncan getting
127 km (he a Uri butes this to the sti ffened leadi ng
edges in his Combat), Glen Salmon doing 80 km
and John Trude getting over 140 kms in an
inland frenzy . We're still awaiting stories to
filter through from Corryong.
Back at home, the Northern Beaches has been
producing a consistently flyable climate with
paragliders and hang gliders dotting the sky from
headland to headland.
Dane Snelling recently recorded an exceptional day at Newport that could have had him going
over the back to PiUwater, however, failing light
and a long walk back made him reconsider.
Another flight of Dane's, however, didn't see
him reconsidering going over the back of Warriewood and landing way behind Warriewood
Square!
A new si te seems to have been discovered out
of Eamon Taylor's backyard where a 2 glider
size cliff produced over an hour's delight to
Eamon and Dane in a direct Easterly at 12 knots.
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Well, that's about it for this month - see you
all at the next meeting on Tuesday 2nd March at
Jade's Dee Why Hotel, Pittwater Road, Dee
Why and remember, $10 annual fees are due!
In the meantime ..... Fly High and Keep Safe.

lohnHajje, President

Stanwell Park Snippets
Flying flying flying flying flying. Rest. Flying
flying flying. I almost wish it was winter so I
didn't have to fly all the time. Almost.
In fact, everyone's so busy flying, only 4
people made it to the January meeting where
very little happened .
Rumour has it our very own President is
secretly indulging in jellyfish. Perhaps this behaviour is due to the usual summer gl ut of Euros
in Stanwell Park at the moment, amongst them
some top paraglider pilots who make it look like
FUN!
January 's been another incident-filled month .
One paraglider pilot was lucky to land on the
only grassy ledge on the East cliff face and was
pulled to safety by the chivalrous Captain Mitsos . Another succumbed to the call of the wild
when he dived in with the lesser jellyfish, almost

losing his brand new chute. And a Euro got
blown over the back when conditions became
gusty, narrowly missing a car and being saved
from powerlines by a signpost. Remember to
always put safety first, no matter what type of
glider you fly .

day in the air and on the beach, ask Kim and
Lucy at the Kiosk at the bottom landing area for
the bunting and poles - they are kindly housing
it for us - and fence off the landing area, leaving
a corridor through the chute. It only takes ten
minutes and makes bottom landings a lot safer.

Perhaps the most unfortunate incident this
month involved a Bavarian hang glider pilot,
Hans, who thought Burning Palms (no pun intended .. .) looked like~a pretty place to land .
And I bet he did have after carrying his glider up
that.very long, very steep climb.

Currently there seems to be an abundance of
addicted newcomers to the sport - welcome!
Remember any novice pilots out there who
would appreciate knowing a couple of local
advanced pilots (to check out the weather, to
discuss "dangers of the day" and conditions on
the hill, and to keep in touch with what's happening here at Stanwell and in the Club), please
don't hesitate to give Helen a call on 042
943665, and she'll put you in touch with appropriate people.

Bruce and Brett were meanwhile battling with
the elements to achieve some amazing feats involving a frisbee .
Vibes has been walking around the pack-up
area with his face in a soft pink woolly blanket,
gurgling. Congratulations to you and Terri! And
congratulations also to Dean Tooker (Stick) and
Esther on the birth of their second girl, Catelyn.
We couldn ' t get Council to reshape the
reclamation area (surprise, surprise) butwe have
borrowed some very colourful bunting (thanks
Tracey) which now fences off the landing area
on busy days, and so far it's working really well.
Vandals haven't stolen it, beach-goers haven't
sat in the middle of it, pilots haven 't flown into
it, the surf club haven't banned it. The future
success of this idea is going to rest with volunteers from our Club putting out the bunting in
the morning. So if it looks like being a crowded
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Forthcoming Club activities include a talk on
emergency parachutes at the February meeting
(Sunday 7th), and a 'Best of...' slide night where
everyone is welcome to bring their six best
flying slides or photos to the March meeting
(Sunday 7th) . An Easter flying trip is also on the
agenda for the pagans amongst us, possibly to
Tamworth.
Remember, meetings are on the first Sunday
of every month, 7.30 pm at Helensburgh
Workmans Clubs.
Stay high!
The Snippets Team
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Screen Printing
Services

T Shirts
(All designs printed in 5
colours with ' logo on the front)
»

100% cotton

»

S/M/L/XL

»

5 colours printed

»

White (185 grams)

»

Double stitched

»

$23.00 each free postage
..,.
f---

MAIL ORDER
Cheque payable to:
C.E. Ribeiro Da Silva

»

Artwork

»

Colour Printing

»

Business/S ports/Clu bs

Maroubra Beach NSW 2035

»

S peelal prices for pilots

PO Box 939

»

Our price is the cheapest in Australia

Maroubra NSW 2035

»

Look at the others then come to see us

Phone: 023445931

11/148 Marine Pde

.".

9" ~
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Tamworth-Manilla & Districts
Hang Gliding Club
Commonly known as "Cloud Base Country
Club".
In the past 16 months of being introduced to
this great sport of hang gliding, I have had the
pleasure of meeting such a vast variety of great
people. People of all nationalities and different
walks of life. Little did I or my wife Jeanne
realise the work we had before us in the development of sites in the Tamworth-Manilla and Barraba area. Being one of the first in many years to
take up hang gliding in the Tamworth District,
I've been grateful for the help we have been able
to receive from visiting pilots. To name a few of
the pilots who have helped set up take offs: Lee
Scott, John Trude, Ian & Gary, Patrick Lenders,
Craig Worth, Paul Mollison, Bob Louden, 10hn
Heyman, Chris McDonald, Alaric (I wish I had
an XS) Giles and a host more but I cannot
remember you all.
After soaring the hills of Attunga for several
months we found a hill called Baldwin Mountain,6 km west of Manilla. Through the help of
Axel Tenney of Soil Conservation we were able
to set up a very nice SW take off. Set up room is
a bit limited but the hill is an excellent collector
of great thermals. We flew thissiteall winter and
had some good flights. Bombout is directly
below launch and it is an excellent site for those
wanting to learn thermalling without the worry
of looking for a landing area.
Seven kilometres further west from Baldwin,
we found another hill called Borah Mountain.
Soil Conservation put an excellent road through
to the top which is strictly 4WD only. Subarus
and Tercels have no trouble, we just don't want
anybody trying in a car as we are the ones who
have to maintain the road. I would rather fI y than
fix roads.
Borah has a W -SW takeoff on Soil Conservation land and through the gate on top we also
have an east launch and a south launch but these

two launches are on private property so let's all
be mindful of the farmer. To get to the top of
Borah we go through 4 leased properties of Soil
Conservation with gates to each property. Please
close all gates you open, do not leave gates open
for the last person through. This is of the utmost
importance and I will not tolerate anybody being
slack in this area. Bombout paddock for Borah
is directly below the W-SW launch, left of the
shed only. Do not land anywhere to the right of
the shed towards the house. The farmer has given
us this paddock for the ti me bei ng. PI ease ask the
local pi lots before fl yi ng this si teo

I'm not trying to sound hard but a lot of time
and work has gone into these hills and I'm not
about to lose them for anybody. Both hills are
1500 AGL and 2800 ASL. We have one more
hill west of Barraba with a launch that will take
any wind blowing north. It is 2000 ft AGL and
is behind Mt Kaputa. It's much like Coopla in
some ways but if you fly over the back westthere
is all those lovely flatlands towards Narrabri,
Moree, etc. This is an excellent site as well and
it is on private land. Richard Riley is the man for
this one, call him on 067 821267 if you need to
fly.

Both hills need a key to get onto and (Manilla)
Soil Conservation and myself or my wife or
Richard Riley need to be informed before flying
any sites and obtaining keys. Also, no dogs
allowed and rubbish is to be picked up. No fires
or camping on the hills, as well.

We are still presently looking for more sites
but with more flying than trying.

Soil Conservation has been very helpful but
have also given us the rules. Any breaking of
rules could mean being kicked off the hill. It has
happened once already to some visiting pilots so
be warned .

Patrick Lenders launching from Bawldwin Mtn, Manilla NSW

The area is fantastic for flying. I'm only a half
grade flyer wi th low hours but have managed 65
kms so far. New Year's Day we saw Ian Duncan
do 130 kms, Chris McDonald 160 kms and
Patrick Lenders 170 kms. Ask Ian Duncan if you
want proof; he loves it here. John Trude and Ian
Westwood both flew to Warialda the next day
which is 130 kms.
The area is almost limitless except towards
Tamworth which has a large controlled airspace.
Ask the locals once again about this.
So if you want a good fly come to TamworthManilla. The Royal Post Office and Courthouse
Motels have excellent rates for visiting pilots .
Stop at Toddy's Shell Service Station for any
fuel or ea ts and directions. We always meet at
Toddy's about 10.00-11.00 am every weekend
and it's a good ring-in if landing out.
Give myself or my wife Jeanne a call on 067
654520 or 018 416258 (mobile) anytime as I
drive interstate. Richard Riley is the other main
man and probably my right hand man. He has
done heaps for this area and is very keen. You
can reach him on 067 821267 . Let's all have a
prosperous New Year and a safe one. The sky's
the limit.

AndrewPepper Ii!
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ICOM

Count on us!

With ICOID,
you're never alone
up there

JI_mL
~ he IC-AZO MKll is your guarantee

channel memories, programme and memory

. . that whatever happens you will

scan capabilities provide simplicity of

never be alone in the skies. This powerful

operation that few other models can match.

handheld transceiver acts like a dependable

The IC-A20 MKll provides immediate

naviga tor and co-pilot, ensuring you neve r

emerge ncy frequency access and fully meets

lose contact with your base or the ground.

the tough requirements of the Department of

ICOM's state of the art VOR navigation
sy tem includes Course Deviation Indicator
and Au tomatic Bearing Set System, and

to air transceivers.
No wonder pilots all around the world,
depend on the proven communication skills

your aircraft's location by receiving signals

of [COM, wherever they fly.

from 2 VOR stations. So you always know

For further information eall free on (008) 338 915

where you are and where you are heading.

or write to Reply Paid 1009 Ie om Australia Pty Ltd

turning knob or illuminated keypad, while 20
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Transport and Communications for ground

includes DVOR mode that lets you find out

A dual tuning system allows you to use the

IC-A20 MKD

rc

P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181
Telephone (03) 529 7582

A.C.N. 006 092 575

ICOM Aumalia 's warranty is only applicable 10 produClS purchased from ,heir authorised Australian Dealers.
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pletion all the hard work done $7000 ph
Russell 063 723062 Mudgee
Foil 152C (int) white LE blue & green sail
gd cond new side wires $1800 will deliver
to Sydney 063 687229
152C-2 (inQ brand new white LE fluoro
orange & fluoro yellow US looks unreal
$4000 also
PA Chute new 8 m bridle line $300 ono
also
2 x L1tek varios $80 & $60 ph Peter Aitken
066853526
Trike on floats Airborne Buzzard 532 on
full lotus floats or big wheels Arrow wing
pod & instruments low hrs special trailer
with ramps many extras ex cond $9500 will
sell floats separately 018 411378
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Buzzard with Arrow 170 wi n9 Rotax 503
motor instruments incl CHT tacho compass $6000 ph 069 484461
Moyes Mission 170 (int) low hrs white MS
blue LE v gd cond + harness suit 178182cm $1600 ono ph Ivan L 02 3654905
Paraglider Blade 25 current '92 model
(nov-int) pilot 70-85 kg 15 hrs airtime
comes with harness & bag must sell due
to too much Christmas pudding $2000 ph
Dave 02 8251749

Paragliding Flatlands
Space available for 2 or 3 team members. Contact
Ian Ladyman 049 498946

STOLEN
2 x harnesses: Moyes green pod, black cocoon + 2
helmets: 1 red, 1 white also 1 Ball vario M30 - from
Watsons Bay area 15 January 1993 ph Clinton Hannah 02 4282847 h, 3901299 w

WANTED
Konig motor any condition ph Tony 097 711563
Pod ham. . . in gd cond to suit 6' pilot ph Greg 066
280356

NEW ZEALAND
UP Flash 47 ex cond 1 yr old 65-85 kgs inc! harness
& backplate (Aust) $3100 ono ph Simon or fax New
Zealand 03 3843824

NEW SOUTH WALES
North Solution paraglider (nov-inQ pilot weight 70100 kg incl harness backpack 15 hrs airtime + helmet
gd cond $1800 ono ph Phil 02 441446
Edge Trike new wing 2 hrs old recent update
modifications 170 hrs total time full instrumentation
some spares & trailer included $12000 also
Aertal Purauitwing Moslerengine 90% almost completed requires minor parts & limited work for com-

Moyes Mission 170 (int) pink & white v gd cond
$1500 also
Pod harness suit 5'10' $250 ph David 02 9594560

Mars 170 (nov) gd cond red & white new side wires
spare upright hang harness $900 for the lot! ph Allan
029813989 or Forrest 029797212
Probe 175 (int) pink & white with helmet & harness
gd cond $800 or best offer ph Garry 049 498366 after
4.00 weekdays
Para Logic parachute 24 ft diam never been
deployed recently re-packed $380 ph Max 08
3484433 W, 2692409 AH
Pegasus Flash II two place trike 462 Rotax zero hrs
(following rebuild due to crank case gasket leak at
100 hrs) ASI, dual EGT, CHT, HRS, compass, ALT.
Basically all the gauges you need wing in ex cond on
modified box trailer with full cover $13000 including
10 hrs training also
Edge 58270 hrs all instruments B type gearbox GSC
prop in as new cond $17000 with training also
2 x Prieler harnesses (German certified) both as
new inc! parachute fit 6' & 5'4' $790 ea ono also
Aero 165 Race (int) 5 hrs new mint cond $2875 also
Sting 154 (inQ new $2900 also
Blitz 146 Kevlar (exp int) 30 hrs pink & blue hot glider
$3900 ono also
Blitz 155 (exp int) 30 hrs red LE blue & orange as
new $3500 ono also
GTR 162 (int) an old ie but a good Ie new wires & bolts
king post hang pOint $500 ono ph Joe or Lena Scott
066842616 trade ins considered .. ,

Foil Combat 152C (int) orange LE grey & white US
comp sleeves (not installed) ex cond urgent sale
$1800 ph Paul 02 5883494

Moyes Mission 170 (inQ black LE fluoro orange TS
& US mid blue rear also
Pod harness 5'6'-6'2' Airspeed indicator helmet
manuals all brand new cond has been test flown new
$1 800 ph Gary 047 364264

Probe 165 (inQ gd cond with harness vario/altimeter
etc $400 the lot 026657436

Foil 155 (int) ex cond low hrs extras incl radio ariel
towing bridle etc $1300 ph 02 9583419

Moyes GTR 162 (inQ with speed bar batten profile
faired kingpost hand mittens +
Pod harness med size +
Thommen altimeter with Hummingbird vario
$1300 ph Dennis 066 252044

Foil Combat 2 152 (adv) Danny Scott comp glider
pink LE blue mylar TS fluoro yellow US comp sleeved
LE extended X-bars extra half rib battens ex cond
$3100 also
GTR 162 World Beater (int) fluoro pink LE white US
yellow MS v gd cond $1350 also
EW Transport tube $25, 6' wheels $25, hand fairings $25, PA apron harness $50 ph Bill 02 9706835

Harness & helmet Moyes cocoon suit 5'5'-5'9' ,
black with orange & yellow stripe. Blue helmet to suit
big head . Gd cond $100for both or separate Andrew
042 943665 AH
Sting 166 (int) near new 50 hrs airtime faired everything no prangs $2300 also
Moyes pod med black exc cond $400 also
Parachute PA $250 also
Icom 40G UHF radio as new with large battery $450
also
Vario Afro $200 ph Scott 049 262044 W, 596307 H
Supine Pod Harness new just shipped from USA &
has never been used Designed by Bob Thompson &
built by High Energy Sports , May 1992 Skysailor
shows similar pod suit pilot 5'8' -6'. Tan in colour
Risers above spreader bar made so harness can be

Grant Heaney giving Andrew Robinson a few pointers on towing
''Now, Andrew, when the vario 'beeps', turn_"
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used supine & suprone . It cost me $850 to get it here
but as the harness is not longer needed I will take
best offer ph Rex 02 5293583
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GTR Race (int) green LE white TS blue triangle with
pod suit 6' + helmet $900 ph Tyrone 066 868454
Blitz 146 (exp int) fluoro orange TS fluoro green LE
& TE sky blue 1st panel fluoro pink 2nd panel bright
colours for safety's sake making it very easy to see
in the air from above & below ex cond absolutely
beautiful to fly only 50 hrs since new must sell urgently! $3000 no offers also
Moyes pod harness suit 5'4" upwards fluoro pink &
fluoro green $350 Steve Bailey 065 547600 w,
556569 h
UP Katana 25 1991 model recommended weight
range 65-85 kg gd cond low hrs & low UV yellow with
black trim A$2500 or best offer 042 943516 leave

"Then sky out and fly to GOlilburn like I do. "
photos by Phil Robinson
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message Alan Chuculate 48 Lower Coast Rd Stanwell Park 2508
Intermediate glider Vision 170 ex cond only 15 hrs
flying time double surfaced neat liWe glider plus pod
harness & helmet forced sale $2000 ono ph John
Burfootpagerno.9624353
XS 155 (exp int) grey LE with fluoro yellow US vclean
sail flies great with exceptional glide king post hang
a bargain at$1700 ph Greg 066 280356 will freight
ADG Colibri 28 or Condor Cezar 26 both new
(custom made) inc bag competition harness & a
flying suit new for $2600 ph 02 3157938
Mars 170 (nov) red & white gd cond $600 also
Probe 175 (int) yellow & white gd cond $400 also
varlo & altimeter $250 also
cocoon harness $200 ph 049 772273
Foil 152C (int) gd cond $2200 also
Foil 152C ex cond $2800 also
3 x Mars 170 (nov) gd cheap gliders for beginners
$700, $500, $500 also
Tow bridles aero tow or car, tried , proven & tested
$55 also
XC bags from Japan silver & waterproof UV resistant
$140 ph 065 565265
GTR Racer 162 (int) white MS red LE orange US
(very attractive in flight) used only 3 times since new
no marks trim sail been in storage spare uprights with
cocoon harness $2000 ono ph 043281104
XS Easy 155 (int) just had factory checkout gd cond
great to fly blue LE yellow & white wing faired king
post speed bar; am going O.S. $1800 ph Peter in
Tasmania 002 503344 or 002 485160 inspect in
Sydney by appt.
NEW YEAR SELLOUT CHEAP - Pod harness 5'8'
- 6' $100 only also
Digital altimeter L Ruddock vario compact light
only $250 ph Dr "Mole ' 049 886146 or Greg 018
494377
XS 155 (int) as seen HGFA calendar August '93
topside 100% power rib pink LE plus fins v clean &
well maintained $2700 ph Glen h 02 9180091, w
9382855, fax 9056339
Foil 160B Race (int) white TS white LE
blue/orange/white US v gd cond $1700 ono ph Peter
043281996
Mars 150 (nov) pink mylar LE v gd cond $1000 ph
Christian 049 264339
Foil 152C (int) ex cond 12 mths old purple & fluoro
yellow US white TS spare uprights an absolute steal
for $2700 ono ph Ian 042 941656
Foil 150B (int) ex cond $1200 ono ph Greg 042
942212
Aero 170 (nov) yellow LE pink & grey US all new
wires 60 hrs $2000 ph Jason 02 9487032 AH
Mission 170 (nov) new wires recent factory check
well loved dependable 1st glider $1300 ono ph Gary
026426051
Foi1160B (int) red LE yellow US white MS flies well
various new parts priced to sell $11 00 ph 043 342406

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Foil 139 Combat (Int) white MS & LE lime green &
purple US $2500 ono Birgit 08 2721337 AH, 08
2230230 ex 6888 W
Mission 170 (nov) total airtime 10 hrs red LE yellow
US white MS $2000 ono also
hand held UHF Royce Aus 2000 2 batteries &
charger, clip-on mike $350 ono will ship anywhere in
Australia ph David Martin 085 622236 AH
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Para Logic parachute 24 It diam never been
deployed recently re-packed $380 ph Max 08
3484433 W, 2692409 H

Foil Combat 139 (int) pink yellow US grey LE 2 y/o
approx 60 hrs gd cond owner going OS $3200 ph
Damian 075 374134 AH, 965605 BH

Magic IV 166 (int) blue LE red US v gd cond must
sell at $600 ono ph Tom 08 3270550

Airborne Buzzard 582 Arrow II green LE gold US
gd cond $8500 also
Old faithful 210 trike wing red LE rainbow US gd
cond low hrs haggling starts at $2500 also
Bullet back up chute for trike $1100 also
532 engine with tow system (tow system never
used) low hrs $2100 ph Bob Silver 074490065

Aero 170 (nov) red LE It blue US gd cond $1750 also
Moyes pod large blue v gd cond $375 also
PA chute 20 It 1986 model $390 also
Foil Combat 152 (int) with brand new sail in your
choice of colours! as good as a brand new glider LE
sleeves incl bargain of the month at $3400 ono also
Foil Combat 152 (int) ex-carl Braden Worlds glider
'91 extra battens & sleeved LEs white LE grey &
/luoro yellow US some factory sail repairs structurally
A1 still flies great as is only $2100 ono also
Foil Combat 139 (int) white LE yellow & pink US
immac less than 25 hrs quick set-up as no intermediate battens sleeved LEs (removable) good buy
at $3500 ono also
Vision Eclipse 184 (Suncoast) (Int) purple LE blue
& white US aerofoil safe-edge uprights great handling
low cost intermediate glider for the larger pilot priced
to sell at $1350 ono also
Mission 170 (int) grey LE orange US gd cond $1900
ono ph Peter Bolton (08) 3261599 all hrs

World Beater 162 (int) orange LE fluoro yellow &
white US same perf as XS at 1/2 price 1st to fly will
buy $1100 074 463421 ask for Ian
GTR 151 Race (int) dk blue LE It blue & red US v gd
cond good performer $1000 will trade int glider ph
Wayne 075 333719 anytime
XS 169 (exp int) v gd cond great colours fins kevlar
etc etc $3000 ono 018 778634 (Townsville)
CG 1000 harness blue/red front entry radio pocket
foot adjustable CG slider ex cond $450 ph 07
2086604
CG 1000 harness suit
Paul 07 3951819

XS 155 (exp int) sail 1 yr old all new wires $1800 flies
well also
GTR 162 (int) flies well $350 ph 079 263732
XS 169 (exp int) blue red & black with fins 12 mths
old 50 hrs in extremely gd cond sacrifice for $2900
wiii freight anywhere ph 070 563333
Sting 166 (nov) faired king post speed bar mid blue
LE red US low hrs v gd cond 1 spare upright $2300
ph 079 552913 leave message for Neil
Foil 160B (int) in gd cond white TS
white/orange/black US $1100 ph Mark 074 416423
Ducati Pantah 500 low mileage gd cond $4500
Sunshine Coast 074 416423

Foil 160B (int) v gd
cond new flying wires
faired uprights & king
post almost new pod
harness suit 6 '+ &
chute, Lindsay Ruddock vario, teardrop
helmet $1750 the lot
or will separate ph
Glen 075 453626

XS 155 (exp int) v late model less than 10hrs excond
handling & perf incl all options $2800 ono (incl freight)
ph 064 575073
XT 165 (int) fluoro yellow LE fluoro green & pink
speed bar hand fairings wheels & batten profile chart
only 4 hrs flying time well looked after as new cond
$2400 also
Air Support pod harness fluoro pink & yellow suit
person 6' tall extra pockets incl lightweight
parachute will separate as new cond $900 ph 03 531
9092
XS 155 (exp int) white scrim LE red green US flies
great spare uprights $1200 ono ph Martin 03
5605992

Trikes, Trikes, Trikes • • • •
.... jar the best deals on:
Pegasus Quasar
Pegasus "Q"
P eg~sus "XL"

Australia's Airborne EDGE

.... you can't afford not to contact:
Gavin Bond on:
(03) 807 6138 or (018) 557 596

Floats, full Lotus fits
Edge 582 trike takes
only 5 mins to swap
from land to sea new
cond cost $7500 sell
$5500 ph B Cropp
070 995858 Port
Douglas
Toyota Hilux 1988
Diesel 4x4 bull bar
side steps drop side
tray with vinyl canopy
& roof racks great for
those hard to reach
sites ex fuel economy
ph Damian 075
374134 AH

as new $350 ph

VICTORIA

QUEENSLAND

XS 142 (exp int) It
blue scrim LE fluoro
pink & green US in
perf cond low hrs incl
handbook & batten
profile with tip leavers
etc $2500 also
LR3 instruments
$500 also
CG 1000 harness to
suit 5'9 ' -6 ' 1' pilot
$400 with PA chute
package deal $3700
glider can be seen or
test flown Gold Coast
areaph 076951717 &
have a chat

5'10 ' ~'2 '

The Direct Distributor For Solar Wings
Victoria's Newest Australian Edge Dealer

SKYSAILOR
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GTR 1&2 Race (int) green LE green & orange US
$1200 ph John 03 8744346 AH

clock/temp $500 ono ph Steve 057 551724 or 018
570168

UHF radio Regency RR477 40 ch with scanner 5
watt/l watt output comes with high-gain antenna
charger + op instr v gd cond towing has necessitated
upgrade $395 ph John 057 522694

Quasar 2 weightshiftultralighVtrike the Rolls oftrikes
45 -70 mph hands off with in flight trim long range fuel
dual ignition superb comfort & style 2 for sale one
brand new out of the bubble wrapper 1 with 250 hrs
approx has been set up once & hangared since (wing
only 80 hrs) full spec instruments $24500 for the
newie & $18500 for 32-0546 ph Glenn 060 761333
fora demo

Mlllllion 170 (int) purple LE gold mid -blue US ex
cond only 12 hrs airtime won't last long at $2200 ph
John 057 522694
Paragllder Excel 5 mths old 60 hrs airtime v gd cond
top perf easy to fly suits to an exp pilot body weight
75-100 kg $2900 call Jerry 059 741599
Speaker/mlcrophonelcom HM46L brand new still
in box never used $70 can post anywhere in Aust 056
235758
Para gliders: Ventull Tantem 38 sq m $2000 also
Harley Elite 26 sq m manufact '90 DHV class 2
$1500 also
Alles De K Big X 28 sq m $500 ph to enquire more
057571013
FoIl150B Racer (int) ex cond low hrs $1500 ph 051
346651
Para glider Challenger C 23 sq m (75-90 kgs) safe
top performance glider ACPUL AlB glide ratio 7: 1 min
sink 1.4 m/s with speed system 45 km v gd cond
$3800 call Wade Bishop 03 650235 BH , 052612893
AH
Uvex helmet full faced type with built-in Comms
headset & detachable curly cord mike switch weight
1250 grams size M (57-58) never used suitable
paragliding $190 ph 057 273224
Foil C 152 (int) demo glider new cond low hrs mauve
trilam LE white MS fluoro yellow & mid blue US mu st
sell $3100 ono also
Trike wing World Beater GTR 175 the perfect wing
for your trike or for the bigger pilot blue LE white MS
ping US gd cond $1500 ono also
Orion 190 x 2 (int) blue LE white MS It blue & blue
US; also red LE white MS yellow & red US $300 ea
or buy 2 for $500! also
Flytech varlo has digital altimeter airspeed
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Paraglider Airwave Black Magic 24 sq m pilot
weight 55 -75 kg v gd cond 3.3 hrs airtime complete
with Paradise x-brace harness $1600 ph Rugby 054
291450 ah
Mission 170 (nov) & Delta Sports pod $1900 ono ph
035716364
Wanted "Maklki" vario in gd working order ph Paul
Tanner 059 961939 or letter 1/10 Alexander St Cran bourne VIC 3977
Apex MR 110 gd cond 55 hrs going overseas so must
sell $2200 conlact Brian 057 551753
Foil 160B Racer (inl) ex cond one owner new flying
wires ideal 1sl high perf machine $1600 ono also
Uniden UHF hand held Sundowner 005 40 ch with
charger little use top cond $380 also
AM hand held wilh hand mic + AM 40 ch car set both
gd cond & compact size $200 both will separate ph
056235758 or leave messag e 056 295216
Foil140B (inl) ex cond rainbow US while sail VB v
little use owner is OS & wishes it to be cashed in for
$1600 (she is short of cash) ph Glenn on 060761333
Holiday Special Deals on Icom hand held radios
IC40G & ICA20 MK2 with a free speaker mic ph me
for a price also
Sabre 177 hang gliders for sale suit a low budget
larger pilol stepping up to thermalling both for $1000
ono also
Comunica helmet/headset/intercom brand new
ring Glenn anytime 060 761333
XS 155 (exp inl) while scrim LE red green US flies
great looks greal spare uprights $1800 ono ph Martin
035605992

SKYSAILOR

1 x Electrophone TX475S UHF hand held radio
with 2 batteries headset 30B gain & standard antennae $420 the lot ph Russell 03 5445658
Paragllder Swing Zenith (int) 23 sq m pilot weight
55 -75 kg Gutesiegel 2 comes with harness & bag
$2000 also
Swing harness with cross bracing & chest strap as
new $200 ph 03 5791839 AH
Apco Mayday paragliding reserve chute long bridle
split attachment to left & right harness links repacked
Aug '92 $500 also
Davron 200+ audio vario/digital altimeter QFE, ONH ,
ONE settings $400 ph Rugby 054291450 ah
Paraglider Apco Hilite 23 sq m + harness gd cond
$1200 60-80 kg pilot weight fluoro green ph 057
551753
Ultra helmets pair with in -built headsets &
microphones + visors. 1 clear, 1 tinted together with
intercom box & radio patch only 8 mths ex cond $770
ph 03 8763981 ah
40 hp 2 stroke motor Yamaha DT400 single
cylind er slow revving high torque motor wilh de-{;om pressor for easy starting rubber mounted complele
with exhaust system + 3 wooden props gd cond $375
ph 03 8763981 ah

ACT
Moyes XT 165 (int) ex cond low hrs $2200 also
Moyes tracer harness suit 5'11 ' (180 cm) $400 ph
David 06 2745645 w

WA
Moyes Mission (int) pink LE pink grey white MS flies
well $1500 ph 09 4021634 ask for Bryan

Tasmania
xs Easy 155 (int) just had factory checkout gd cond
great to fly blue LE yellow & while wing faired king
post speed bar; am going 0 .5 . $1800 ph Peter in
Tasmania 002 503344 or 002 485160 inspect in
Sydney by appt. Ii!
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Join The
A.I.R.
Revolution
Air Initiated Recovery
The new high-pressure A.I.R. Powered
Rocket Motor from Second Chantz will
deploy your Hang Gliding or Paragliding
reserve parachute in the blink of an eye...

These features are standard:
* It can deploy your parachute in under 2
seconds

* It can be filled from any SCUBA diving
tank to 3000 psi.

* It can be carried on the airlines

*
*
*
*

Inexpensive reloads are each use
Extended field use with no pressure loss
A pressure gauge to check before each flight
Use your parachute in our container system,
or purchase one of our state-of-the-art low
sink rate canopies

For our Free Info Package:
Second Chantz In c.
PO Box 12671
Reno, Nevada 89510-2671
7028292077
Fax 829 2079

Direct Australian Inquiries to:
Chr is Hunter
13 Barnview Court
Morphett Vale
South Australia 5 162
Phone: 08 32208 13

Aircraft Recovery Systems, Inc.

XS DOMINATES AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION SEASON
BOGONG CUP

AUSTRALIAN OPEN

FLATLANDS

IST TOMAS SUCHANEK XSII 142
2ND DREW COOPER XSJI 155
3RD STEVE MOYES XSII 155
5TH MIKE ZUPANC XSII 142
10TH DAVE DRABBLE XS 169

1ST TOMAS SUCHANEK XSJI 142
4TH FRANCOIS MATHIEU XSII 142
5TH DREW COOPER XSII 155
6TH DON ROTTMAN XSII 155
9TH PAULINO COELHO XR 145
10TH JEAN FRANCOIS GERARD XSII 155

IST TOMAS SUCHANEK XSII 142
3RD ALAIN CHAUVET XSII 142
4TH STEVE MOYES XSII ISS
6TH MASAO ANDO XSII ISS
7TH DREW COOPER XSII ISS
10TH MIKE ZUPANC XSII 142
11TH DAVE REDMAN XSII ISS

THE POPULARITY OF THE XS IS UNSURPASSED WITH THE MAJORITY OF COMPETITIVE
PILOTS CHOOSING TO FLY THE XS.

Moyes Delta Gliders P/ L., 173 Bronte Rd.
Waverley 2024 N.S. W. Australia.
Tel: (02) 387 5622 Fax: (02) 387 4472

